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Introduction
This revision of the Guide to the Subject Indexes for STAR contains a listing of
........ .4 _ ,,,¢,. ..... _ fnr u_. with the indexes to Scientific and Technicalsuujr,_t terms a,,- ,,.OSS ................. .
Aerospace Reporls (STAR), Classified Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports ( CSTAR ),
Aerospace Medicine and Biology (NASA SP-7011), and International Aerospace Abstracts
(IAA). It is published to enable persons searching the literature to use the subject indexes
efficiently and rapidly and supersedes the Gu/de to the Subject Indexes for STAR (NASA
SP-7016, Rev. 2), published in June, 1965 and all previous editions.
The subject terms in this publication are arranged alphabetically and supplemented
with cross-references which are intended to serve as directions to enable a user to modify,
enlarge, or narrow his search in accordance with his specific interests. Four types of cross
references are used:
1. "See" ("S") is used to relate broad concepts, too general to be useful index





"'S" is also used to indicate which of a pair of synonyms has been used in
this Index. For example:
COLUMBIUM
S NIOBIUM
2. "See also" ("SA") directs a search from a general to a specific term for






tells a searcher that postings under SPECIFIC HEAT are different from
those under HEAT.
"SA" is also used to relate associated concepts usually having different





tells a searcher that, while these terms are related in subject matter, post-
ings under each term are different.
/3. "'See From" ("SF") is used as the inverse of the "See" reference to indicate




4. "See Also From" ("SAF") is used as the inverse of the "See Also" refer-
ence to indicate the associated concept or general term from which the
"'See Also" reference is made. For example:
MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS
SAF PLASMA PHYSICS
The listing of subject terms in current issues of STAR, CSTAR, Aerospace Medicine
and Biology, and IAA may differ from the listing here because of the rapidly changing
terminology.
Suggestions for the improvement of this publication are welcomed. Information re-
garding its publication and availability may be obtained from the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, Scientific and Technical Information Division, Code USS, Wash-
ington, D.C. 20546.
For sale by the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information
































SF CHANCE-VOUGHT MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SF LING--TENCO'-VOUGHT MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
A-II
S ECHO | SATELLITE
A--12




































































SA POLAR CAP ABSORPTION
SA RADIATION ABSORPTION






































































SA AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
SA AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT
SA SEAT BELT












































































SA DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID /DNA/
SA DICARBOXYLIC ACID






















































































































SA CARTRIDGE ACTUAILU DEVICE
SA HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR







S EXPLORER NIX SATELLITE
AD/I-B
S EXPLORER XXXV SATELLITE


































































ADVANCED ORBITING SOLAR OBSERVATORY /AOSO/
S AOSO
ADVANCEDRANGEINSTRUMENTATIONSHIP/ARIS/ GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
























































SA LATERAL STABILITY AND CONTROL
SA LONGITUOINAL STABILITY AND CONTROL































































































































AGENA B RANGER PROGRAM GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
SAF HARDENING
AGENA B RANGER PROGRAM
SF PROGRAM





















































SA TURBULENT AIR CURRENT
SA VERTICAL AIR CURRENT
AIR CUSHION VEHICLE
SF VEHICLE
SA GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
SA SAAB 401 AIR CUSHION VEHICLE
SAF GROUNO EFFECT MACHINE
AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM
SF SYSTEM
SA SAGE AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM
SAF DEFENSE
AIR DENSITY EXPLORER-A
S EXPLORER XlX SATELLITE
AIR DENSITYIINJUN EXPLORER-B
S EXPLORER XXlV SATELLITE



















GUIDE TO SUBJECT [NOEXES AIRCRAFT
SA ALL-HEATHER A[R NAVIGATION




SA CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL










AIR TO AIR MISSILE
SAF MISSILE
AIR TO AIR REFUELING
SAF REFUELING
























SA A- ] AIRCRAFT
A-9
SA A- 2 AIRCRAFT
SA A- 3 AIRCRAFT
SA A- 6 AIRCRAFT
SA A- 5 AIRCRAFT
SA A- 6 AIRCRAFT
SA A- 7 AIRCRAFT
SA AEROSPACEPLANE
SA AFU P-16 AIRCRAFT
SA AGRICULTURAL AIRCRAFT
SA ANTISUBNARINE NARFARE AIRCRAFT
SA _T_V A_-22 AIR_RAFT
SA ANTONOV AN-26 AIRCRAFT
SA ATTACK AIRCRAFT
SA AUTOGYRO
SA AVRO WHITWORTH HS-748 AIRCRAFT
SA AVRO B98 AIRCRAFT
SA AVRO TOT AIRCRAFT
SA B- 52 AIRCRAFT
SA B- 58 AIRCRAFT
SA BAC TSR 2 AIRCRAFT
SA BAG 111 AIRCRAFT
SA BALLOON
SA BEAGLE-MILES I_-218 AIRCRAFT
SA BEECHCRAFT 18 AIRCRAFT
SA BEECHCRAFT 95 AIRCRAFT
SA BLACKBURN B-103 AIRCRAFT
SA BOEING 707 AIRCRAFT
SA BOEING 720 AIRCRAFT
SA BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT
SA BOEING 733 AIRCRAFT
SA BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT
SA BOLKOW-SIEBEL BS-21D AIRCRAFT
SA BOMBER AIRCRAFT
SA EREGUET 94C AIRCRAFT
SA BREGUET 961 AIRCRAFT
SA BREGUET 962 AIRCRAFT
SA BREGUET 1150 AIRCRAFT
SA BRISTOL ER. 136 AIRCRAFT
SA BRISTOL IBB AIRCRAFT
SA C- 2 AIRCRAFT
SA C- 5 AIRCRAFT
SA C- 33 AIRCRAFT
SA C- 35 AIRCRAFT
SA C- 66 AIRCRAFT
SA C- 56 AIRCRAFT





SA C- I._O AIRCRAFT
SA C-141 AIRCRAFT
SA C-142 AIRCRAFT
SA CANADAIR CF-[04 AIRCRAFT
SA CANADAIR CL-28 AIRCRAFT
SA CANADAIR CL-41 AIRCRAFT
SA CANACAIR CL-64 AIRCRAFT
SA CANADAIR CL-B6 AIRCRAFT
SA CESSNA 172 AIRCRAFT
SA CESSNA 205 AIRCRAFT
SA CESSNA 210 AIRCRAFT
SA CESSNA 336 AIRCRAFT
SA COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
SA CONCORDE AIRCRAFT
SA CONVAIR CV-340 AIRCRAFT
SA CONVAIR CV-460 AIRCRAFT
SA CONVAIR CV-990 AIRCRAFT
SA CONVERTAPLANE
SA COUPLED AIRCRAFT
SA CV- 2 AIRCRAFT
SA OASSAULT MIRAGE III AIRCRAFT
SA DASSAULT MYSTERE XX AIRCRAFT
SA DE HAVILLANO DH-[06 AIRCRAFT
SA DE HAVILLAND DH-L[5 AIRCRAFT
SA DE HAVILLAND OH-12I AIRCRAFT
SA DE HAVILLAND OH-L25 AIRCRAFT
SA DE HAVILLAND DHC-6 AIRCRAFT
SA DINFIA F°A. AIRCRAFT
SA OOR_IER D0-27 AIRCRAFT
SA DOR_IER D0-28 AIRCRAFT
SA DOR_IER D0-29 AIRCRAFT
SA DORNIER DO-3I AIRCRAFT
SA DOUGLAS D-55B AIRCRAFT
SA DOUGLAS DC-? AIRCRAFT
SA DOUGLAS DE-8 AIRCRAFT
SA DOUGLAS DE-9 AIRCRAFT
SA DRONE
SA E- 2 AIRCRAFT
SA EC-I21 AIRCRAFT
SA ENGLISH ELECTRIC CANBERRA AIRCRAFT
A-lO
SA EXECUTIVE AIRCRAFT
SA F- 4 AIRCRAFT
SA F- 5 AIRCRAFT
SA F- B AIRCRAFT
SA F- 9 AIRCRAFT









SA EAIREY DELTA 2 AIRCRAFT
SA FAN-IN-WING AIRCRAFT
SA FIAT G- 91 AIRCRAFT
SA FIAT G- 95/4 AIRCRAFT
SA FIAT G-222 AIRCRAFT
SA FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
SA FIXED-WING AIRCRAFT
SA FLYING BEDSTEAD AIRCRAFT
SA FOKKER F- 2T AIRCRAFT
SA FOKKER F- 28 AIRCRAFT
SA FOKKER-REPUBLIC 0- 26 AIRCRAFT
SA GETOL AIRCRAFT
SA GLIDER
SA GLOSTER GA-5 AIRCRAFT
SA GLUED SHELL AIRCRAFT
SA GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
SA GUARANI I AIRCRAFT
SA HAMBURGER HFB 320 AIRCRAFT
SA HANDLEY PAGE H.P. I15 AIRCRAFT
SA HAWKER P I052 AIRCRAFT
SA HAWKER P 1067 AIRCRAFT
SA HAWKER P ll2T AIRCRAFT
SA HAWKER P 1156 AIRCRAFT
SA HEINKELL HE 211 AIRCRAFT
SA HELICOPTER
SA HUNTER F-2 AIRCRAFT
SA HUNTING H-I26 AIRCRAFT




bGUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES AIRCRAFT CONTD
SA ILYUSHIN 1L-28 AIRCRAFT





SA JINDIVIK TARGET AIRCRAFT
SA KC-135 AIRCRAFT
SA LIGHT AIRCRAFT
SA LOCKHEED XV-BA AIRCRAFT
SA LOCKHEED CL-823 AIRCRAFT
SA LOCKHEED L-2DO0 AIRCRAFT
SA LOCKHEED 18 AIRCRAFT
SA LOCKHEED 1669 AIRCRAFT
SA MANNED AIRCRAFT
SA MAX HOLSTE MH 260 AIRCRAFT
SA MAX HOLSTE MH 262 AIRCRAFT
SA MESSERSCHMITT ME P 160 AIRCRAFT
SA MESSERSCHMITT ME P 308 AIRCRAFT
SA METEOR AIRCRAFT




SA NAVIDN G-I AIRCRAFT
SA NAVION RANGENASTER AIRCRAFT
SA NC-130 AIRCRAFT
SA NIHON YS-11 AIRCRAFT
SA NORD 600 AIRCRAFT
SA NORD 1500 AIRCRAFT
SA NORD N-2501 AIRCRAFT
SA NUCLEAR AIRCRAFT
SA OMNIPOL L-29 AIRCRAFT
SA ONNIPOL Z-3T AIRCRAFT
SA Or- I AIRCRAFT
SA OV-lO AIRCRAFT
SA P- 3 AIRCRAFT
SA P- 51 AIRCRAFT
SA PIAGGIO-OOUGLAS P0-808 AIRCRAFT
SA PIAGGIO P.I6 _ ATRCRAFT
SA PILOTED AIRCRAFT
SA POLISH TS-I1 AIRCRAFT
SA POTEZ 860 AIRCRAFT
SA PRIVATE AIRCRAFT









SA RF- 6 AIRCRAFT
SA RF- 8 AIRCRAFT
SA RHEIN RF- I AIRCRAFT
SA ROCKET AIRCRAFT
SA ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
SA SAAB 3T AIRCRAFT
SA SAAB 105 AIRCRAFT
SA SJlLPLANE
SA SCIMITAR AIRCRAFT
SA SEA VIXEN AIRCRAFT
SA SEAPLANE
SA SHORT BELFAST C MK 1 AIRCRAF]
SA SHORT SC-5 AIRCRAFT
SA SHORT SC-7 AIRCRAFT
SA SIEBEL SI 206 D AIRCRAFT
SA SIEBEL SIAT 311 AIRCRAFT
SA SNOW AERIAL APPLICATOR AIRCRAFT S-2B
SA SNOW S-2 AIRCRAFT
SA STOL AIRCRAFT
SA SUBSONIC AIRCRAFT
SA SUD-AVIATIDN GY-80 AIRCRAFT
SA SOD-AVIATION SE- 210 AIRCRAFT
SA SUD VJ-lOl AIRCRAFT
SA SUNDERLAND V FLYING BOAT
SA SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
SA SUPERSONIC STRIKE AIRCRAFT
SA SWING TAIL AIRCRAFT








SA TERRAIN FOLLOWING AIRCRAFT
SA TILT-WING AIRCRAFT
SA TRAINING AIRCRAFT
SA TRANSALL C-I60 AIRCRAFT
AIRCRAFTCCIDENT GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
SA TRANSONIC AIRCRAFT
SA TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
SA TUPQLEV TU-104 AIRCRAFT
SA TUPOLEV TU-[24 AIRCRAFT







SA VICKERS VALIANT AIRCRAFT
SA VICKERS VC10 AIRCRAFT
SA VICKERS |IOO AIRCRAFT
SA VICTOR NK-I AIRCRAFT
SA VISCOUNT AIRCRAFT
SA VTO FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
SA VTOL AIRCRAFT
SA VZ- 2 AIRCRAFT
SA VZ- B AIRCRAFT
SA WESER WFG 616 AIRCRAFT
SA WHITWORTH GLOSTER AW 650 AIRCRAFT
SA WU- 2 AIRCRAFT
SA X- [ AIRCRAFT
SA X- 3 AIRCRAFT
SA X- 5 AIRCRAFT
SA X- 13 AIRCRAFT
SA X- [¢ AIRCRAFT
SA X- I4A AIRCRAFT
SA X- 15 AIRCRAFT
SA X- X9 AIRCRAFT
SA X- 20 AIRCRAFT
SA X- 20A AIRCRAFT
SA X- 21 AIRCRAFT
SA X- 2IA AIRCRAFT
SA X- 22 AIRCRAFT

















AIRCRAFT APPROACH AND LANDING INSTRUMENT

























SA PLASTIC AIRCRAFT CONSTRUCTION














GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES AIRFOIL
SA JET ENGINE
SA TF 106 AIRCRAFT ENGINE
SA TUBBOCHARGER
SA TURBOJET ENGINE



















SA APPROACH AND LANDING INSTRUMENT
SA FLIGHT INSTRUMENT

















AIRCRAFT MULTIPURPOSE TEST EQUIPMENT /ANTiDEI

















































































































AJ- 10 ROCKET ENGINE
SAF ABLESTAR LAUNCH VEHICLE
SAF DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
SAF ROCKET ENGINE





































































































































SA HIGH STRENGTH ALLOY



















































S SUD-AVIATION SA 330 HELICOPTER
ALOUETTE SATELLITE
SF SWEPT FREQUENCY TOPSIDE SOUNDER
SAF SATELLITE
ALOUETTE 3 HELICOPTER













SA DIRECT CURRENT lOCI













































































































































































SA CROSSED FIELD AMPLIFIER
SA CURRENT AMPLIFIER
SA DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER












































S AIRCRAFT MULTIPURPOSE TEST EQUIPMENT /AMTIDE/
AN- 22 AIRCRAFT
SA ANTONOV AN-22 AIRCRAFT
AN-- 26 AIRCRAFT





















S CRITICAL PATH ANALYSIS
S _&TA ANALYSIS





















































SA AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION ANALYZER



































































































































































ANTENNAARRAY GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES




SA LOG PERIODIC ANTENNA













































SA BODY MEASUREMENT /BIOL/
SA BODY SIZE IOIOLl









































































































SAF AN- 22 AIRCRAFT
ANTONOV AN'-26 AIRCRAFT







SA TAYLOR MANIFEST ANXIETY SCALE
SAF MENTAL STRESS
AO-1 AIRCRAFT
S CV- 1 AIRCRAFT
AOSO











SA lUNAR EXPLORATION SYSTEM FOR APOllO /LESA/
SA LUNAR LAUNCH
APOLLO SPACECRAFT GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
SA LUNAR MOBILE LABORATORY IMOLAB/
APOLLO SPACECRAFT
SA _GMMAND MODULE
SA HOUSE SPACECRAFT I
SA LUNAR EXCURSION MODULE /LEM/







S AIRCRAFT BREATHING APPARATUS
S DISTILLATION APPARATUS
S FLAME CONTACT APPARATUS














S VAPOR PRESSURE APPARATUS
S VESTIBULAR APPARATUS
S WIND TUNNEL APPARATUS
APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE /ATS/
SF ATS
SAF SATELLITE





APPROACH AND LANDING INSTRUMENT







SA AIRCRAFT APPROACH SPACING









































SA GEROIEN ARC HEATER



































































AUTOMATIC ROCKET IMPACT PREDICTOR /ARIP/
ADVANCED RANGE INSTRUMENTATION SHIP /ARIS/
ARITHMETIC




S AERIAL RADIOLOGICAL MEASURING SURVEYS PROGRAM
AROD




































































S ADVANCED SODIUM COOLED REACTOR /ASCR/
ASOE



























































































































































SAF SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINE
ATLANTIC AIRCRAFT
S BREGUET II50 AIRCRAFT
ATLANTIC OCEAN
SAF OCEAN
ATLAS ABLE V LAUNCH VEHICLE
SAF LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
SAF LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
SAF AGENA ROCKET
SAF LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
SAF CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
SAF LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS O ICBM
SAF INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILE /[CBH/
ATLAS E ICBM
SAF INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILE /ICBM/
ATLAS F ICBM
SAF INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILE /ICBM/
ATLAS ICBM
SA MA-2 ROCKET ENGINE
SA HA-3 ROCKET ENGINE
SA MA-5 ROCKET ENGINE
SAF INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILE /ICBM/
ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA YLRIOI-NA-13 ROCKET ENGINE






























S EXPLORER XVII SATELLITE
ATMOSPHERE EXPLORER-A



















































































































































S ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE /ATP/
ATR






SAF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM STIMULANT
ATS



































SA REACTION JET ATTITUDE CONTROL TECHNIQUE
SA ROLL CONTROL











































SA MERCURY /MA-T/ FLIGHT



















































SA BEAGLE--NALLIS NA-L|b AUTOGYRO
SAF AIRCRAFT
SAP GYRDSCOPE


















AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL /AGC/
SF AGC
SF CONTROL








AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION /APT/
SAF TELEVISION TRANSMISSION
SAF TRANSMISSION


















SA CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM











SA CHEMICAL AUXILIARY POMER SOURCE
SA NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POMER


















AVRO MHITNORTH HS-768 AIRCRAFT











S APPLICATIONS VERTICAL TEST IAVT/
AM 650 AIRCRAFT
S MHITHORTH GLOSTER AM 650 AIRCRAFT
AXIAL COMPRESSION
SAF COMPRESSION



















































S A- 6 AIRCRAFT
A3D AIRCRAFT
S A- 3 AIRCRAFT
A3J AIR_RAFT
S A-- 5 AIRCRAFT
A60 AIRCRAFT
S A- 6 AIRCRAFT
B
B- 26 AIRCRAFT











SF MARTIN MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SA RB-ST AIRCRAFT
B- 58 AIRCRAFT
SF CONVAIR MILITARY AIRCRAFT





SF DOUGLAS MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SA RB-66 AIRCRAFT




S ELACKBURN B-I03 AIRCRAFT
B STAR
SAF STAR
BAC TSR 2 AIRCRAFT
SF TSR 2 AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
BAC 111 AIRCRAFT






























































SA STRAIN GAUGE BALANCE
SA THERNOBALANCE
SA WATER BALANCE

















SA INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILE IICBM/




BALLISTIC MISSILE EARLY WARNING SYSTEM IBMEWSI
SF BREWS
SAF EARLY WARNING SYSTEM
SAF WARNING SYSTEM




























































































BARITE GUIOE TD SUBJECT INDEXES

















































































SA ALKALINE-MANGANESE DIOXIDE BATTERY
SA ATOMIC BATTERY












SA MET CELL BATTERY































SF POLAR IONOSPHERE BEACON
SAF SATELLITE
BEAGLE AIRCRAFT
















































SA GAS LUBRICATED BEARING
SA JOURNAL BEARING
SA ROLLER BEARING










S C- 33 AIRCRAFT
BEECH S-35 AIRCRAFT



























S RH- 2 HELICOPTER
S UH- 1 HELICOPTER
S UH-I3 HELICOPTER
S X- I4 AIRCRAFT






























































































































































































































SA ACTIVITY CYCLE /BIOL/
SA PERIODICITY /BIOL/


























































































BLACK ARRON LAUNCH VEHICLE
BLACK _0OY RADIATION
SAF RADIATION
BLACK BRANT I MISSILE
SAF MISSILE
BLACK BRANT II MISSILE
SAF MISSILE
6LACK BRANT III MISSILE
SAF MISSILE



































































































































S BALLISTIC MISSILE EARLY WARNING SYSTEM /BREWS/
BO P-310 HELICOPTER
S BOLKON BOP 310 HELICOPTER
B0-105 HELICOPTER




























































































S B- 52 AIRCRAFT
S OH- 21 HELICOPTER
S OH- 4B HELICOPTER








































SA EXPERIMENTAL BOILING WATER REACTOR /EBWR/
SA HALOEN BOILING WATER REACTOR IHBWRI




BOLKOW BO P 310 HELICOPTER







GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES























































































































































SA COMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY LAYER
SA DRAG
SA HYPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYER
SA LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER
SA MILLIKAN APPROXIMATION
SA THERMAL BOUNDARY LAYER
SA THREE-DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER































































































$ AIRCRAFT BREATHIN(; APPARATUS
S EMERGENCY BREATHIN(; TECHNIQUE
















































BRISTOL ER. 136 AIRCRAFT
SF ER-134 AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
BRISTOL-SIDDELEY BS-53 TURBOFAN ENGINE
SF PEGASUS ENGINE
SAF TURBOFAN ENGINE
BRISTOL-SIDDELEY NK-3Ol ROCKET ENGINE
SAF ROCKET ENGINE
BRISTDL-SIODELEY OLYMPUS 593 TURBOJET ENGINE
SAF TURBOJET ENGINE
BRISTOL-SIDDELEY VIPER TURBOJET ENGINE










































S BOLKON-SIEBEL BS-210 AIRCRAFT
BTU
S BRITISH THERMAL UNIT /BTU/
BUBBLE
BUBBLE CHAMBER
SA CAPTURED AIR BUBBLE VEHICLE
SAF CHAMBER
BUCCANEER AIRCRAFT
S BLACKBURN B-IO3 AIRCRAFT
BUCKEYE AIRCRAFT
































































































SF GRUNNAN MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
C- 5 AIRCRAFT
SF LOCKHEED MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
C- 33 AIRCRAFT









SF CURTISS-WRIGHT MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
C- 56 AIRCRAFT




















SF DOUGLAS MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
C-160 AIRCRAFT
SF JET STAR AIRCRAFT
GUIOE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
SF LOCKHEED MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SAF AIR,RAFT
C-141 AIRCRAFT




SF CHANCE-VOUGHT MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
C-160 AIRCRAFT






























































































































SA RAOAR ABSORBING MATERIAL /RAM/






























S ALOUETTE I SATELLITE










S ENGLISH ELECTRIC CANBERRA AIRCRAFT
CANBERRA BOMBER






































































































































































































































GUIDE 10 SUBJECT INDEXES CAUCHY LAN
SA THRUSTOR
SAF ACTUATDR
SAF PROPELLANT ACTUATED DEVICE
CASCADE


































CASTOR II ROCKET ENGINE













































































S CANADAIR EL-66 AIRCRAFT
CC-2 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
S CUSHIONCRAFT CC-2 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
CC-4 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE








































































CENTRAL ELECTRONIC MANAGEMENT SYSTEM /CEMS/
S CEMS SYSTEM
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
SA AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
SAF AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
SAF NERVOUS SYSTEM



























































































































































SF SIKORSKY MILITARY HELICOPTER





=CHARACTERISTIC EQUATIONGUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
CH- 21 HELICOPTER
SF BOEING MILITARY AIRCRAFT





SF H- 34 HELICOPTER
SF SEABAT HELICOPTER
SF SIKORSKY MILITARY HELICOPTER
SAF HELICOPTER
SAF SIKORSKY S-58 HELICOPTER
CH- 66 HELICOPTER
SF BOEING MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SF HC-I HELICOPTER
SF HRB-I HELICOPTER
SF SEA KNIGHT HELICOPTER
SAF HELICOPTER
CH- kT HELICOPTER






SF SIKORSKY MILITARY HELICOPTER
SF SIKORSKY S-65 HELICOPTER
SAF HELICOPTER
CH- 56 HELICOPTER
SF SIKORSKY MILITARY HELICOPTER
SF SKYCRANE HELICOPTER
CH--[]3 HELICOPTER
























S A- 7 AIRCRAFT
S C-162 AIRCRAFT
S F- 8 AIRCRAFT

































































































SA CEFOAM CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
SA GEMS SYSTEM
SA RANIS SYSTEM









CHEMICAL AUXILIARY POWER SOURCE



























































































































































































































































































































SA VARACTOR DIODE CIRCUIT
























































S CANAOAIR CL-2B AIRCRAFT
CL- 61 AIRCRAFT
S CANAOAIR CL-61 AIRCRAFT
CL- 64 AIRCRAFT
S CANAOAIR CL-44 AIRCRAFT
CL- 86 AIRCRAFT




S LOCKHEED CL-B23 AIRCRAFT


















































SA LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
SA OXYGEN PRODUCTION
SA SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE
SA SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENT
SAF ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
SAF LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM

























































































































































S NOZZLE THRUST COEFFICIENT









S THERMAL ACCOMMODATION COEFFICIENT





















































































SA VENUS FLY TRAP ROCKET
SAF CONCENTRATOR

























































SA BOUNDARY LAYER COMBUSTION
SA BURNING PROCESS
SA DEFLAGRATION
SA EXTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE
o




























































SA OIGITAL COMMAND SYSTEM
COMMANDO AIRCRAFT
S C- 66 AIRCRAFT
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
































SA ATRAX COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
SA DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEN /DCS/
SA DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM








SA INERTIALESS STEERABLE COMMUNICATIONS ANTENNA
SA LIGHT COMMUNICATION DEVICE
COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE
SA ADVENT PROJECT
SA EARLY BIRD SATELLITE
SA ECHO SATELLITE
SA RELAY SATELLITE




































































SA HYPERCHAIN EQUATION OF STATE



























































SA CDC 1606 COMPUTER
SA CONTROL SIMULATOR





SA OlGITAL TO VOICE TRANSLATOR /DIVOT/
SA ERA 1102 COMPUTER
SA FERRANTI MERCURY COMPUTER
SA FINITE-STATE MACHINE
SA HONEYNELL ADEPT COMPUTER
SA HYBRIO COMPUTER
SA IBM 650 COMPUTER
SA IBM TO6 COMPUTER
SA IBM TO9 COMPUTER
SA IBM 1601 COMPUTER
SA IBM 1620 COMPUTER
SA IBM 7060 COMPUTER
SA IBM 7066 COMPUTER
SA IBM 7070 COMPUTER
SA IBM ¥076 CERPUTER
SA IBM 7090 COMPUTER
SA IBM 7096 COMPUTER
SA INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
SA INTERCOM 1000 COMPUTER






COMPUTERDESIGN GUIDETO SUBJECT INDEXES
SA UNIVAC 80 COMPUTER
SA UNIVAC 690 COMPUTER
SA UNIVAC 1105 COMPUTER



















SA FORTRAN II ASSEMBLY PROGRAM /FAP/
SA KARE COMPUTER PROGRAM
SA MINIMUM VARIANCE ORBIT DETERMINATION IMINIVAR/
SA RAMIS SYSTEM
SA ROCKET COMPUTER PROGRAM
































































































































































































































SA MODULATED CONTINUOUS WAVE
SAF WAVE



















SA EOUNDARY CONTRACTION METHOD
SA CONVULSION
SA CRAMP











S AUTOMATIC DEPOSITION CONTROL
S AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL /AGO/
S BANG-BANG CONTROL




















































S SHOCK NAVE CONTROL
S SPACE VEHICLE CONTROL
S SPACECRAFT CONTROL
S STABILITY AND CONTROL
S STOPWATCH CCNTROL














SA SIOE STICK CONTROLLER




























SA ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM
SA BIOCONTROL SYSTEM
SA 0ATA CONTROL SYSTEM
SA FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEM
SA MICROWAVE AEROSPACE TERMINAL CONTROL /MATCON/
CONTROL TOWER
SF TOWER































































SA THERMOELECTRIC CONVERSION SYSTEM



















































































































































































































SA HEAVY COSMIC RAY PRIHARY









































SF COMMITTEE ON SPACE RESEARCH
COST ESTIMATE















COUNTERBALANCE SYSTEM GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES










































































































































































S ABSORPTION CROSS SECTION
S IONIZATION CROSS SECTION
S NEUTRON CROSS SECTICN
S RADAR CROSS SECTION


















S F- B AIRCRAFT


























SA NERNST HEAT THEOREM
SA REFRIGERATION
SAF COOLING























SA YTTRIUM-ALUMINUM GARNET /YAG/ CRYSTAL















SA FACE CENTERED CUBIC /FCC/ CRYSTAL
SA ISOTROPISM
SA MORPHOTROPISM
SA YTTRIUM-ALUMINUM GARNET /YAG/ CRYSTAL

















S CRYOGFNIC SERVICE NODULE /CSM/
CT-IIA AIRCRAFT






SA BODY CENTERED CUBIC /BCC/ CRYSTAL




























































S C- 66 AIRCRAFT
S X- 19 AIRCRAFT
CURVE
S HILL CURVE
S ZERO FORCE CURVE








CUSHIDNCRAFT CC-2 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
SF CC-2 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
SAF GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
CUSHIONCRAFT GC-6 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
SF CC-6 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
SAF GROUND EFFECT MACHINE









S DE HAVILLANO DHC-6 AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
CV- T AIRCRAFT
S DE HAVILLAND DHC-6 AIRCRAFT
CV-360 AIRCRAFT
S CONVAIR CV-360 AIRCRAFT
CV-660 AIRCRAFT
S CONVAIR CV-640 AIRCRAFT
CV-990 AIRCRAFT
S CONVAIR CV-990 AIRCRAFT
CN RADAR


















































































































































S DATA ADAPTIVE EVALUATOR ANO MONITOR /OAEMO/








































DASSAULT MIRAGE III AIRCRAFT
SF MIRAGE IlI AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
DASSAULT MYSTERE XX AIRCRAFT















SA SATELLITE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION NETWORK
A-86
SAF PLANNET PROGRAM



























SA INTERSERVICE DATA EXCHANGE PROGRAM IIDEPI
SA SCIENTIFIC CATA CONDITIONING SYSTEM
SA SETE PROJEC1







































S DIRECT CURRENT /OC/
OC- T AIRCRAFT
S DOUGLAS DC-7 AIRCRAFT
OC- 8 AIRCRAFT
S DOUGLAS DC-8 AIRCRAFT
I_- 9 AIRCRAFT
S DOUGLAS DC-9 AIRCRAFT
DCS
S DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTER IDCS/
DOT
S D ICHLORO-D I PHENYL-TRICHLCRC-ETHANE /DOT/
DE BRUIJN THEOREM
SF THEOREM
DE HAVILLANO 01t-106 AIRCRAFT
SF COMET 6 AIRCRAFT
SF OH-tO6 A IKCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND OH-lID AIRCRAFT
SF OH-IlO AIRCRAFT
SF SEA VIXEN AIRCRAFT
A-OT
DE HAVILLAND DH-112 AIRCRAFT
SF CH-112 AIRCRAFT
SF VENOM AIRCRAFT








DE HAVILLAND DH--125 AIRCRAFT
SF CH-125 AIRCRAFT
SF HS-125 AIRCRAFT
SF JET DRAGON AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND DHC-4 AIRCRAFT
SF CARIBOU AIRCRAFT
SF CV- 2 AIRCRAFT
SF CV- 7 AIRCRAFT
SF CHC-6 AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT



















































































































GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
O_FENSE





SA SPACE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
SAF MILITARY TECHNOLOGY
































































































SA FREQUENCY COMPRESSION DEMODULATOR
SA PHASE DEMODULATOR





















SA MAGNETOSPHERIC ELECTRON DENSITY


















































































































































































S ALPHA PLASMA DEVICE
S CARTRIDGE ACTUATED DEVICE











S HEAT REJECTION DEVICE








S LUNAR ESCAPE DEVICE








S SOLIO STATE DEVICE
S STORAGE DEVICE






S DE HAVILLANO DH-I06 AIRCRAFT
OH-IIO AIRCRAFT
S DE HAVILLANC OH-110 AIRCRAFT
OH-II2 AIRCRAFT
S DE HAVILLANE DH-112 AIRCRAFT
OH-II5 AIRCRAFT
S DE HAVILLAND DH-II5 AIRCRAFT
DH-121 AIRCRAFT
S DE HAVILLANC DH-121 AIRCRAFT
D_--125 AIRCRAFT
S DE HAVILLANC DH-12S AIRCRAFT
OHC-4 AIRCRAFT
S DE HAVILLANC OHO-6 AIRCRAFT
DHC-5 AIRCRAFT





































































































SAF SPACE FLIGHT FEEDING
DIETHYL ETHER
SAF ETHER
DIETHYL HYDROGEN PHOSPHITE IDEHPI GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES

























SA PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
SA RAYLEIGH EQUATION
SA REYNOLDS EQUATION































































































































































































































SA ALTERNATING CURRENT /AC/
SAF ALTERNATING CURRENT /AC/
SAF ELECTRIC CURRENT





S RADAR OIRECIION FINDER






































































































































































































DORNIER DO-31 AIRCRAFTGUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
S RADIATION DISTRIBUTION
S RANDOM DISTRIBUTION
S RAYLE IGH DISTRIBUTION
S SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION
S SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
S STRESS DISTRIBUTION
S STRESS-STRAIN DISTRIBUTION
S SUBLATTICE DISTRIBUTION RATIO
S TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTICN
S YELOC !TY n] STRIBUTION
S VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION








S MAGNETIC FIELD DISTURBANCE
S SATELLITE ATTITUDE DISTURBANCE
S SHEAR DISTURBANCE













SA CONVERGENT-D IVERGENT NOZZLE
SAF NOZZLE
DIVOT
S DIGITAL TO VOICE TRANSLATOR /DIVOT/
UNA
S DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID /DNA/
DO- 2T AIRCRAFT
S DORNIER 00-27 AIRCRAFT
{30- 28 AIRCRAFT
S DORNIER D0-28 AIRCRAFT
A-99
DO- 29 AIRCRAFT
S DORNIER 00-29 AIRCRAFT
013- 31 AIRCRAFT





























SA PULSEO DOPPLER SYSTEM
SAF RADAR
OORNIER OO-2T AIRCRAFT
SF DO- 2T AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
DORNIER D0-28 AIRCRAFT
SF DO- 28 AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
DORNIER 00-29 AIRCRAFT
SF DO- 29 AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
DDRNIER 00-31 AIRCRAFT




























SF DC- 7 AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
DOUGLAS DC-8 AIRCRAFT
SF DO- 8 AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
DOUGLAS OC-9 AIRCRAFT
SE DC- 9 AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
DOUGLAS MILITARY AIRCRAFT
S A- [ AIRCRAFT
S A- 3 AIRCRAFT
S A- 6 AIRCRAFT
S B- 26 AIRCRAFT
S B- 66 AIRCRAFT




S PIAGGIO-DOUGLAS PD-808 AIRCRAFT
A-IO0
GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
DOWN-CONVERTER
SAF CONVERTER











































GUIDETOSUBJECT INDEXES DRY CELL BATTERY
DISCOVERER RECOVERY CAPSULE IDRCI










S BUNOL t _IHG
S COLD DRAWING




























































SA CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANT































S DIFFERENTIAL THERMAL ANALYSIS IDTA/
DTMB-1[I GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
SAF GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
DTMB-630 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE















































































































































































































































S EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR I /EBR- I/
EBR- |I





S EXPERIMENTAL BOILING WATER REACTOR /EBWR/
EG-I21 AIRCRAFT
SF LOCKHEED MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SF RTV AIRCRAFT
SE WARNING STAR AIRCRAFT
SF MY-2 AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
ECCENTRIC GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY /EGO/
S EGO











GUIDE TO SUBJECT ]NOEXES
SAF ANECHOIC CHAMBER































































































S JET BLAST EFFECT
S KERR EFFECT
S KERREBROCK EFFECT

















































S ENERGY CONVERSION EFFICIENCY
S NOZZLE EFFICIENCY
































































































SA AIRYS STRESS FUNCTION
SA BIHARRONIC EQUATION
SA FLEXIBILITY































































SA ALTERNAT[NG CURREN[ /AC/





















SA RADIO FREQUENCY DISCHARGE






















































































SA PLASMA ARC MELDING
SAF MELDING
ELECTRIC WIRING



































































































































































































































SA IONOSPHERE ELECTRON DENSITY
SA IONOSPHERIC ELECTRON DENSITY
















SA RADIO FREQUENCY DISCHARGE
SAF EMISSION








SA CATHODE RAY TUBE



























































































































SA MICROMINIATURIZED ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
SA MINIATURE ELECTRONIC ECUIPflENT



























































































































































































EHERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEM
SF SYSTEM




















































































S EXPLORER XlI SATELLITE
ENERGETIC PARTICLE EXPLORER-B
S EXPLORER XIV SATELLITE
ENERGETIC PARTICLE EXPLORER-C
S EXPLORER XV SATELLITE
ENERGETIC PARTICLE EXPLORER--D




















GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
SA SEISMIC ENERGY
SA SOLAR ENERGY

















































SA ELECTRIC ENERGY STORAGE






















S DUCTED FAN ENGINE
S ELECTROSTATIC ENGINE
S ElECTROTHERMAl ENGINE
S EXTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE
S GAS GENERATOR ENGINE
S HEAT ENGINE
S HELICOPTER ENGINE
S HYDRAZINE ENGINE /NIMPHE/
S HYDROX ENGINE













S LIQUID AIR CYCLE ENGINE /LACE/
S LOX-HYDROGEN ENGINE





















SA ROCKET ENGINE CONTROL
















































ENGINEERING TEST REACTOR /ETR/
SF ETR
SAF TEST REACTOR

























SA HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENT
SA HIGH GRAVIIY ENVIRONMENT
SA HIGH TEMPERATURE ENV|RQNMENT










































EXPERIMENTAL ORGANIC COOLED REACTOR /EOCR/





















S EXPLORER Xll SATELLITE
EPE-B
S EXPLORER XIV SATELLITE
EPE--'C:
S EXPLORER XV SATELLITE
EPE-D


















S AO1 ABATIC E_UA1 ION
S BALANCE EQUATION
S BECKER-K I ST I AKOMSKY-t_ IL SON EQUATI CN
A--IIg







































































































SA DIRECT READOUT EMUATOkiAL kEATH[_ SATELLITE
SAF SATELLITE
EQUILIBR|UN

















S AIRPORT SURFACE DETECTION EQUIPMENT IASDE/
S AUDIO EQUIPMENT




S DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIPMENT
S ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT
S ELECTRON[C EQUIPMENT
S ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT TESTING





















































ERROR GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES















































































































































EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH ORGANIZATION SATELLITE




































































































































S LITHIUM COOLED REACTOR EXPERIMENT ILCRE/
S LUXEMBOURG EXPERIMENT
S SODIUM REACTOR EXPERIMENT ISREI
S ULTRAHIGH TEHPERATURE REACTOR EXPERIMENT /UHTREX/
EXPERIMENT DESIGN
SF DESIGN
EXPERIMENTAL BOILING MATER REACTOR /EDMR/
SF EBMR
SAF BOILING MATER REACTOR
EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR I /EBR- i1
SF EBR- 1
SAF REACTOR
EXPERIRENTAL BREEDER REACTOR IX /EBR- If/
SF EBR- II
SAF REACTOR
EXPERIMENTAL GAS COOLED REACTOR IEGCR/
SF EGCR
SAP GAS COOLEO REACTOR /GCR/
EXPERIMENTAL OR_I, NIC COOLED REACTOR IEOCRI
SF EOCR
SAF ORGANIC COOLED REACTOR











































SF P- 16 SATELLITE
SAF SATELLITE
EXPLORER XI SATELLITE


















EXPLORERXVSATELLITE GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
EXPLORER XV SATELLITE





































SF A|R OENSiTY/]NJUN EXPLORER-B
EXPLORER XXV SATELLITE
SF A0/I-B
SF AIR DENSITY/INJUN EXPLORER-B
SF INJUN EXPLORER
EXPLORER XXVI SATELLITE





SF ENERGETIC PARTICLE EXPLORER
SF S-99































































































































S _UNTER F-2 AIRCRAFT
F- 2 AIRCRAFT




SF RCDONNELL MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SF PHANTOM AIRCRAFT
SA RF- 4 AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
F- 5 AIRCRAFT
SF FREEDOM FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
SF N- 156 AIRCRAFT
SF NORTHRGP MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SAE AIRCRAFT
F-- 8 AIRCRAFT
SF CHANCE-VOUGHT MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SF CRUSADER AIRCRAFT
SF FtiU AIRCRAFT
SF LING-TEMCO-VOUGHT MILITARY AIRCRAFT









SA FDKKER F- 27 AIRCRAFT
F- 28 AIRCRAFT
S ENSTRDM F-28 HELICOPTER
S FGKKER F- 28 AIRCRAFT
F-- 86 AIRCRAFT




SF NORTh AMERICAN MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SF SUPER SAtiRE AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
F--IOI AIRCRAFT























S F- 6 AIRCRAFT
F-Ill AIRCRAFT
SF CONVAIR MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SF GENERAL CYNAMECS MILITARY AIRCRAFT


























FACE CENTERED CUBIC IFCCI CRYSTAL
SF FCC




SA DEEP SPACE INSTRUMENTATION FACILITY /DSIF/
SA GROUND HANDLING FACILITY
SA HALLAN NUCLEAR POEER FACILITY /HNPF/
SA HIGH FIELD MAGNET FACILITY
SA LAUNCHING FACILITY
SA RESEARCH FACILITY













S MASS FLOE FACTOR
S NU FACTOR











































































































































































S FEEDBACK FREQUENCY MODULATION /FBFN/
FEN WEAPON SYSTEM
S FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILE IFBN/ NEAPON SYSTEM
FCC
S FACE CENTEREO CUBIC IFCCI CRYSTAL
10-2 AIRCRAFT














































































FET S ANTENNA FIELD
S FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR /FIT/ S BOSON FIELD
FETUS S CROSSED FIELD
SA EMBRYO S ELECTRIC FIELD
SAF EMBRYO S ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
FEYNNAN DIAGRAM S ELECTROSTATIC FIELD
SF DIAGRAH S FAR FIELD
SAF NUCLEAR PHYSICS S FLOW FIELD
SAF SCATTERING S FORCE FIELD
FFAR HISSILE S GEOMAGNETIC FIELD
SAF MISSILE S GRAVITATIONAL FIELD
FH-IlO0 HELICOPTER S INTERSTELLAR MAGNETIC FIELD
S OH- 5 HELICOPTER S MAGNETIC FIELD
FIAT G- 91 AIRCRAFT S MAGNETOSTATIC FIELD
SAF AIRCRAFT S MULTiPOLAR FIELD
SAF G- 91 AIRCRAFT S POTENTIAL FIELD
FIAT G- 95/6 AIRCRAFT S PRESSURE FIELD
SF G- 95/6 AIRCRAFT S RAOIATiON FIELD
SAF AIRCRAFT S SELF-CONSISTENT FIELD /SCF/
FIAT G-222 AIRCRAFT S SOUND FIELD
SF G-222 AIRCRAFT S STAR FIELD
SAF AIRCRAFT S STELLAR FIELD
FIAT 7002 HELICOPTER _ S STRAIN FIELC
SAF HELICOPTER S TELLURIC FIELD
FIBER S TEMPERATURE FIELD
SA BUNDLE DRAWING S TENSOR FIELC
SA GLASS FIBER S VISUAL FIELD
SA REINFORCING FIBER FIELD-ALIGNED IRREGULARITY /FAIl
SA SYNTHETIC FIBER SF FAI
FIBER OPTICS SAF ALIGNMENT
SA VIOICON FIELC EFFECT TRANSISTOR IFETI
SAF ELECTRON TUBE SF FET
SAF LIGHT TRANSMISSION SF THIN FILM TRANSISTOR /TFT/
SAF OPTICS SA METAL OXIDE SEMICONDUCTOR /MOS/
SAF VICICON SAF TRANSISTOR
FIBER STRENGTH FIELD EMISSION
SF STRENGTH SAF ELECTRIC FIELD
FIBERGLASS SAF EMISSION
S GLASS FIBER SAF MAGNETIC FIELD
FIBRILLATION FIELD INTENSITY METER
SAF HEART DISEASE SF METER





SA ELECTRIC FIELD STRENGTH












































SA SODIUM FILM LUBRICATION







































































































































































































































































FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILE IFBNI WEAPON SYSTEM




























S MAN POWERED FLIGHT



















































































































=FLOW CONTD GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
S BLOOD FLOW


























































































GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
S WATER FLOW
S WEDGE FLOW

















































SA PIXING LENGTH FLOW THEORY
SAF HYDRODYNAMICS
FLOW VELOCITY





S FLUORINE-LICUID OXYGEN /FLOX/







































S INDUCEO FLUID FLOW
S LIQUID FLOW











































































































SA ORGANIC FLUORINE COMPOUND
FLUORINE-LIQUID OXYGEN IFLOX/
SF FLOX




































SA HIGH FLUX ISOTOPE REACTOR /HFIR/
SA NEUTRON FLUX
SA PARTICLE FLUX









SAF PLANETARY SPACE FLIGHT
FLYING
SA FEAR OF FLYING
SA HIGH ALTITUDE FLYING













SA GRDUNE EFFECT MACHINE
FLYING PLATFORM STABILITY

































FOKKER F- 27 AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
SAP F- 27 AIRCRAFT
FOKKER F- 28 AIRCRAFT





FOKKER-REPUBLIC D- 26 AIRCRAFT
SF REPUBLIC 0-26 AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
A-162














































GUIOE TO SUBJECT INDEXES


































































































































































































































SA MAXIMUM USABLE FREQUENCY












SA VERY HIGH FREQUENCY
$A VERY LOM FREQUENCY
SA VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCY
FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER










































SA FEEDBACK FREQUENCY MODULATION /FBFM/
SA FM/PM SYSTEM
SA PULSE AMPLITUDE MODULATION /PAM/






































































SA MERCURY /MA-6/ FLIGHT
SA MERCURY /MR-3/ FLIGHT
SAF MERCURY /MA-6/ FLIGHT


























































SA BIOCHEMICAL FUEL CELL
SA HYDRQX FUEL CELL





































SA AIRCRAFT FUEL SYSTEM
FUEL TANK GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
FUEL TANK
SA CONTAINER
SA CRYOGENIC SERVICE NODULE ICSNI
SA PROPELLANT TANK










































































































































S F- 6 AIRCRAFT
S RF- 6 AIRCRAFT
FRU AIRCRAFT
S F- 8 AIRCRAFT
S RF- 8 AIRCRAFT
FgF AIRCRAFT
S _ 9 AIKLKAPJ
13
I AIRCRAFT
S NAVIDN G-I AIRCRAFT
G- 91 AIRCRAFT
SA FIAT G- 91 AIRCRAFT
G- 95/4 AIRCRAFT
S FIAT G- qS/_ AIRCRAFT
;-222 AIRCRAFT



























































































GAMMA RAY ASTRONOMY EXPLORER








SA YTTRIUM-ALUMINUM GARNET /YAG/ CRYSTAL


















GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES GAS GENERATOR
SA INTERSTELLAR GAS
SA IONIZED GAS


































GAS COOLEO REACTOR /GCR/
SF GCR

















































































































SA DAIMLER-BENZ PTL-6 GAS TURBINE ENGINE
SA J69-T-25 GAS TURBINE ENGINE
SA TURBINE ENGINE
SA T53 GAS TURBINE ENGINE
SA TSB-GE-8B GAS TURBINE ENGINE






























































































GENERAL DYNAMICS MILITARY AIRCRAFT













SA ALTERNATING CURRENT GENERATOR
SA ARC GENERATOR





















SA QUANTUM MECHANICAL GENERATOR





















































































































































































































GUIOE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
GIMBALLEO CONTROL
SF CONTROL
GIMBALLESS INERTIAL REFERENCE SYSTEM


















































































































GODDARD EXPERIMENT PACKAGE IGEP/ TELESCOPE
SF GEe
SAF TELESCOPE
GOOOARO RANGE AND RATE SYSTEM
SF SYSTEM















GOSLING IV ROCKET ENGINE GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
GOSLING IV ROCKET ENGINE
SAF ROCKET ENGINE
GOSS

























































SA LUNAR GRAVITATIONAL EFFECT





















































































SA AIR CUSHION VEHICLE
SA CUSHIONCRAFT CC-2 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
SA CUSHIONCRAFT CC-4 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
SA DTMB-]I! GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
SA DTMB-630 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
SA FLYING PLATFORM
SA GETOL AIRCRAFT
SA KAWASAKI KAG-3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
SA WESTLANO SR-N2 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
SA WESTLANO SR-N3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
SA WESTLANO SR-N5 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE




















































S A- E AIRCRAFT
S C- 2 AIRCRAFT
S E- 2 AIRCRAFT
S F- 9 AIRCRAFT
S F-I1] AIRCRAFT








SA TRIAMINDGUANIOINIUM AZIDE /TAZI/






$ DINFIA F.A. AIRCRAFT
GUARANI 1 AIRCRAFT






















































SA CROSSED FIELD GUN
SA ELECTRON GUN
SA GAS GUN




























































SA ELECTRICALLY SUSPENDED GYROSCOPE /ESG/
SA ELECTROSTATIC GYROSCOPE

























SF FLYING CRANE HELICOPTER
SF SIKORSKY MILITARY HELICOPTER
SAF HELICOPTER
IF- 21 HELICOPTER




S CH- 36 HELICOPTER




































HALDEN BOILING WATER REACTOR /HBWR/
SF HBWR









































HAMBURGER HFB 320 AIRCRAFT






















SA AIR CARGO HANDLING
SA DATA HANDLING SYSTEM
SA GROUND HANDLING


















































































S HUNTER F-2 AIRCRAFT
HAWKER P 1052 AIRCRAFT
SF P-1052 AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
HAWKER P IO6T AIRCRAFT
SF HUNTER GA-I| AIRCRAFT
SF P-IO6T AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT










S AVRO WHITWORTH HS-T68 AIRCRAFT
S AVRO 698 AIRCRAFT
HAWKEYE AIRCRAFT





















S HALDEN BOILING WATER REACTOR /HBWRI
HCII HELICOPTER
S CH- 46 HELICOPTER
S CH- 47 HELICOPTER
HC-3 HELICOPTER
S UMNIPOL HC-3 HELICOPTER
HO-[ GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
S HOVERCRAFT HD.I GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
HE-211 AIRCRAFT






















































































SA GAS GENERATOR ENGINE











SA TUBE HEAT EXCHANGER
HEAT FLOM
SF FLOM














































SA AER0_YNAMIC HEAT TRANSFER
SA CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
SA HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
SA LAMINAR HEAT TRANSFER
SA NUCLEATE BOILING
SA RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER
SA STEFAN-BOLTZNANN LAW






















































HEAVY COSMIC RAY PRIMARY
SAF COSMIC RAY

































SF STEEP GRADIENT AIRCRAFT
SA BoLKow 80 P 310 HELICOPTER
SA BOLKOM BO-IO§ HELICOPTER
SA OH- 3 HELICOPTER
SA OH- T HELICOPTER
A-16T
SA OH- 21 HELICOPTER
SA OH- 34 HELICOPTER
SA OH- 46 HELICOPTER
SA OH- 67 HELICOPTER




SA ENSTRON F-2B HELICOPTER
SA FIAT 7002 HELICOPTER
SA GRASSHOPPER HELICOPTER
SA 14- 1T HELICOPTER
SA HC-3 HELICGPTER
SA HH-43 HELICOPTER
SA KAWASAKI KH-6 HELICOPTER
SA LOCKHEED CL-595 HEEICOPTER
SA MILITARY HELICOPTER
SA NH-41 HELICOPTER
SA OH- 4 HELICCPTER
SA OH- 5 HELICOPTER
SA 0H-13 HELICOPTF_
SA 0H-23 HELICOPTER
SA ONNIPOL HC-3 HELICOPTER
SA RH- 2 HELICOPTER
SA RIGID ROTOR HELICOPTER




SA SIEMETZKI T-3 HELICOPTER
SA SIKORSKY S-58 HELICOPTER
SA SIKORSKY S-61 HELICOPTER
SA SIKORSKY S-64 HELICOPTER
SA SUD-AVIATION SA-3210 HELICOPTER
SA TANDEmS'ROTOR HELICOPTER
SA TH-55 HELICOPTER
SA UH- 1 HELICOPTER




SA VERTOL MILITARY HELICOPTER
SA MESER NF S-64 HELICOPTER
SA WESTLANO MK-LO HELICOPTER
SA WESTLANO P-531 HELICOPTER
HELICOPTER
HELICOPTER ATTITUDE INDICATOR GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES




































































































































































S HAMBURGER HF8 320 A[RCRAFT
HFIR
S HIGH FLUX ISOTOPE REACTOR /HFIR/
HH--63 HELICOPTER
SF HUSKIE HELICOPTER
SF KANAN MILITARY HELICOPTER
SAF H- 63 HELICOPTER
SAF HELICOPTER
HHX HELICOPTER






























HIGH ALTITUDE SOUNDING PROJECTILE /HASP/
SF HASP
SAF PROJECTILE






















HIGH FIELD MAGNET FACILITY
SAF FAC!_ITY




















































































































HIGH VOLUME ELECTROSTATIC SAMPLER /HIVES/










S OH- A HELICOPTER
HO-5 HELICOPTER
S OH- 5 HELICOPTER
HO-6 HELICOPTER







HALLAM NUCLEAR PONER FACILITY /HNPF/


























































































GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
HOT CATHODE
SAF CATHODE

























HOT-_dIRE TURBULENCE MEASURING APPARATUS







SAF LUNAR EXCURSION NOOULE ILENI
SAF SPACECRAFT
HOVERCRAFT
S VICKERS VA-3 HOVERCRAFT
S HESTLANO SRN2 HOVERCRAFT
HOVERCRAFT HOD1 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE









S HANDLEY PAGE H.P. 115 AIRCRAFT
HPRR
S HEALTH PHYSICS RESEARCH REACTOR /HPRR/
HRB-I HELICOPTER




S DE HAVILLAND DIt-125 AIRCRAFT
HS-TB8 AIRCRAFT






S UH- I HELICOPTER
HUB





S OH- 6 HELICOPTER
S TH-55 HELICOPTER
S XV-BA AIRCRAFT
HUGON I OT ADIABAT
SAF AOI ABAT





























































HII_T_D _ 9 ATDrOA_T
SF F- 2 AIRCRAFT
SF HAWKER HUNTER AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
HUNTER GA-II AIRCRAFT





SF JET PROVOST AIRCRAFT















S UH- 2 HELICOPTER
HWCTR

























































































































































































































































































HYPERCHAIN EQUATION OF STATE
SAF COMPRESSIBILITY










































































































































































SA ROSS ICE SHELF





















S INTERSERVICE DATA EXCHANGE PROGRAM /IDEP/
1E-A
S EXPLORER XX SATELLITE
IFR























S INTERNATIONAL GEOPHYSICAL YEAR /IGY/
IL- 28 AIRCRAFT
S ILYUSHIN IL-28 AIRCRAFT
IL- 62 AIRCRAFT


















































































INTEGRATED MISSION CONTROL CENTER IIMCC/




























































































































































SA ENGINE FAILURE INDICATOR
SA FLOW DIRECTION INDICATOR
SA FORCE DISPLACEMENT INDICATOR
SA POSITION INDICATOR
SA RADIATION INDICATOR
INERTIAL COORDINATE SYSTEMGUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
SA RANGE INDICATOR
SA TEMPERATURE INDICATOR










































































































SA GINBALLESS INERTIAL REFERENCE SYSTEM
SAF REFERENCE SYSTEM









































































































































































SA ARTIFICIAL RADIATION BELT
SA OUTER RADIATION BELT
SA VAN ALLEN BELT
SAF OUTER RADIATION BELT
SAF RADIATION BELT








INORGANIC SOLAR ENERGY ABSORPTION FILM















































SA APPROACH AND LANDING INSTRUMENT








































































SA FREOHOLR INTEGRAL EQUATION












































INTERCELLULAR GUIOETO SUBJECT INDEXES
S GAS-METAL INTERACTION
S GYROINTERACTION



















INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILE IICBN/
SF ICBM
SA ATLAS D ICBM
SA ATLAS E ICBM
SA ATLAS F ICBM
SA ATLAS ICBM
SA MINUTEMAN ICBM
SA TITAN I ICBM






























































































INTERNATIONAL PRACTICAL TEMPERATURE SCALE IIPTS/
SF IPTS
SAF TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
INTERNATIONAL QUIET SUN YEAR /lOST/
SF IQSY
SAF SUN
INTERNATIONAL SATELLITE FOR IONOSPHERIC STUDY
S ISIS SATELLITE










































































































S A- 6 AIRCRAFT
INVADER AIRCRAFT



































































SA IONOSPHERIC ION DENSITY






































































































































































SAF MAGNETOSPHERIC ION DENSITY
IONOSPHERIC IRREGULARITY













SA OORNIER PARAGLIDER ROCKET
5AF SOUNOING
iONOSPHERIC STORM















































S RH- 2 HELICOPTER



































S POLISH TS-]I AIRCRAFT
ISLAND





































































S SAN NARCO SATELLITE

































































SF ARGO E-5 ROCKET
SAF ROCKET
JAVELIN ROCKET































































SA PULSE JET ENGINE
SA RA 28 JET ENGINE
SA RESISTOJET ENGINE
SA T56 JET ENGINE
SAF AIRCRAFT ENGINE
JET EXHAUST
SA HOT JET EXHAUST
A-196










SA JP-4 JET FUEL








































































































































S SCHLEICHER KA 6 SAILPLANE
KAG-3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE



































KAWASAKI KAG-3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
SF KAG-3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE






SF BOEING MILITARY AIRCRAFT






















































































































































S LOCKHEED L-2DOO AIRCRAFT
L- 29 JET TRAINER







SA ENGINE TESTING LABORATORY
SA ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY
SA HUMAN FACTOR LABORATORY
SA LUNAR MOBILE LABORATORY /MDLAB/
SA MANNED ORBITAL LABORATORY /MOLl
SA MANNED ORBITAL RESEARCH LABORATORY /MORLI
SA MISSILE TESTING LABORATORY



















































GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
SAF NAVE EQUATION
LAMINA






LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION


























































SA AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
SA AIRPORT
SA APPROACH AND LANDING INSTRUMENT
SA CONTROL TONER
SA PILOT LANDING AiD TELEVISION /PLAT/ SYSTEM
SA RUNNAY

















SA LUNAR LANDING MODULE
LANDING SIMULATION
SA MARS EXCURSION MODULE /HEM/
SAF NODULE
LANDING SIMULATION









SA AUTOMATIC LANDING SYSTEM














































































SAF SOLID STATE DEVICE
















LATERAL STABILITY AND CONTROL
SAF AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS















































SA ABLESTAR LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA ASTROPLANE
SA ATLAS ABLE V LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA ATLAS LAUNCF VEHICLE
SA BOOSTER
SA CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA CIAMANT LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA ELDO LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA HTOHL LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA LITTLE JOE ]I LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA MISSILE LAUNCHER
SA NATIONAL LAUNCH VEHICLE PROGRAM
SA NEXUS lAUNCH VEHICLE
SA NOVA LAUNCF VEHICLE
SA RAM 8 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA RECOVERY LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA RONBUS SYSTEM
SA SATURN I /SA-IO/ LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA SATURN I LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA SATURN IB LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA SATURN V LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE
LAUNCHVE ICLECONFIGURATION GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
SA SEA DRAGON LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE /SLV/
SA THOR OELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA THOR LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA TITAN III LAUNCH VEHICLE














SA GUN LAUNCHING DEVICE
SA HYPERVELOCITY LAUNCHER
SA MISSILE LAUNCHER
























S NEWTON PRESSURE LAW








































































SA ROUNDED LEADING EDGE
SA SHARP LEADING EDGE

































































SA HIDE ANGLE LENS
SA MIRE GRID LENS
SAF EYE
LENS





SA OPTICAL CORRECTION PROCEDURE
































SA MERCURY /MR-4/ FLIGHT





LAUNCH ESCAPE SYSTEM ILESI
LINCOLN EXPERIMENTAL SATELLITE ILESI

























SA CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
SA EMERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEM
SA PRESSURIZED CABIN
SA PRESSURIZED SUIT









































SA N- I LIFTING BODY






























































SA EPTICAL MASER MODULATOR
SA ULTRASONIC LIGHT MODULATOR /ULM/
SAF MOOULATOR





















































LINCOLN EXPERIMENTAL SATELLITE /LES/
SF LES
SAF SATELLITE






































SA SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATION
SAF NONLINEAR EQUATION





























S A- T AIRCRAFT
S F- 8 AIRCRAFT
S RF- 8 AIRCRAFT
LINK
SA CROSS LINKING












































































LIQUID METAL COOLED REACTOR /LNCR/
SF LMCR


















SA LR87-AJ-3 ROCKET ENGINE
SA LR91-AJ-3 ROCKET ENGINE
SAF PROPELLANT
LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINE
SA HYOROX ENGINE
SA LR87-AJ-3 ROCKET ENGINE


































SA ORGANIC LITHIUM COMPOUND






























SAF SURFACE TO AIR MISSILE





























































SF LOCATION OF AIR TRAFFIC ENROUTE SATELLITE SYSTEM




























S P- 3 AIRCRAFT
S T-33 AIRCRAFT








































S OH- 6 HELICOPTER
LOLA



























LONGITUOINAL STABILITY AND CONTROL
SAF AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS









SA CLOSED LOOP SYSTEM








S LUNAR ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS /LOR/
LORAN
SF NAVIGATION
SAF LONG RANGE NAVIGATION
LORAN C











S LOW OBSERVABLE REENTRY VEHICLE /LORV/
LOS ALANOS MOLTEN PLUTONIUM REACIOR /LANPRE/
SF LAMPRE PROGRAM




LOS ALAIqOS TURRET REACTOR
SAF REACTOR
LOS ALAMOS MATER BOILER REACTOR



























LOW ASPECT RATIO MIND
SAF WING
LOW DENSITY GAS

























LOWSPEED STABILITY GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
Log SPEED STABILITY
SAP STABILITY

























SAF LIQUID OXYGEN /LOXI
LPTR
S LIVERMORE POOL TYPE REACTOR /LPTR/
LRV
S LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE /LRV/
LRBT-AJ-3 ROCKET ENGINE
SAP LIQUID PROPELLANT




















SA SODIUM FILM LUBRICATION
SA SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL LUBRICATION



















































































LUNAR EXCURSION MODULE /LENI
SF IEM

















































































LUNAR ORBIT AND LANDING APPROACH SIMULATOR
SE LOLA
SAF LARDING SIMULATION





















SA LUNIK I LUNAR PROBE
SA LUNIK II LUNAR PROBE
SA LUNIK IT[ LUNAR PROBE
SA LUNIK IV LUNAR PROBE
SA PIONEER IV LUNAR PROBE
SA PIONEER SPACE PROBE
SA MANGER I LUNAR "PROBE
SA MANGER II LUNAR PROBE
SA RANGER Ill LUNAR PROBE
SA RANGER IV LUNAR PROBE
SA RANGER V LCNAR PROBE
SA RANGER VI LUNAR PROBE
SA RANGER VII LUNAR PROBE
















































































LUNIK I LUNAR PROBE
SAF LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 11 LUNAR PROBE
SAF LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 111 LUNAR PROBE
SAF LUNAR PROBE























• M- I LIFTING BODY
SAF LIFTING BODY
N-- 1 ROCKET ENGINE
SAF ROCKET ENGINE









S BEAGLE-MILES N-218 AIRCRAFT
M-66 ROCKET ENGINE
SAF ROCKET ENGINE




SA XM-56 ROCKET ENGINE
SAF ROCKET ENGINE
SAF XM-56 ROCKET ENGINE
N-ST ROCKET ENGINE
SA XM-57 ROCKET ENGINE
SAF ROCKET ENGINE




S MERCURY  HA-I  FLIGHT
MA-I FLIGHT DIRECTOR SYSTEM





S MERCURY /HA-3/ FLIGHT
MR-3 ROCKET ENGINE
SAF ATLAS ICBM
SAF MERCURY /MA-3/ FLIGHT
SAF ROCKET ENGINE
A-218
GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
MA-6
S MERCURY /MA-_/ FLIGHT
MA-5
S NERCURY IMA-51 FLIGHT
MA-5 ROCKET ENGINE
SAF ATLAS ICBM
SAF MERCURY IMA-51 FLIGHT
SAF ROCKET ENGINE
MR-6
S MERCURY /MA-6/ FLIGHT
MA-T
S MERCURY /HA-T/ FLIGHT
MA-B
S MERCURY IMA-8/ FLIGHT
MA-9













S GROUND EFFECT MACHINE













SA ERROR DETECTING CODE
SA FORTRAN
SAF LANGUAGE





























































































































SA FORCE-FREE MAGNETIC FIELD
SA GALACTIC MAGNETIC FIELD
SA GEOMAGNETIC FIELD
SA INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD
SA INTERSTELLAR MAGNETIC FIELD
SA KERR EFFECT
SA LUNAR MAGNETIC FIELD
SA NONUNIFORM MAGNETIC FIELD
SA PLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD
SA SELF-CONSISTENT FIELD ISCFI
SA SOLAR MAGNETIC FIELD
SA STELLAR MAGNETIC FIELD
























































SA NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE
SA PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE












































































































































































































MAN OPERATED PROPULS][OM SYSTEM /MOPS/
SF MOPS
SAF PROPULSION SYSTEM









































































MANNED ORBITAL SPACE STATION /MOSS/
SF MOSS
SAF ORBITAL SPACE STATION





SA SPACE FLIGHT STRESS




SA LUNAR EXCURSION MODULE /LEN/
SA MERCURY CAPSULE
SA UNMANNED SPACECRAFT






















































MARINER I SPACE PROBE
SAF SPACE PROBE
MARINER I/ SPACE PROBE
SAF SPACE PROBE
MARINER III SPACE PROBE
SAF SPACE PROBE
GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES







MARINER R-] SPACE PROBE
SAF SPACE PROBE








MARK 10 REENTRY BODY
SAF REENTRY BODY
MARK 11 REENTRY BODY
SAF REENTRY BODY




















































SA TRAVELING NAVE MASER
SAF AMPLIFIER
SAF LASER
















MASSBALANCE GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
SA STELLAR MASS

















SA PAYLOAD MASS RATIO
























































































































S MULTIPLE AIRBORNE TARGET TRAJECTORY SYSTEM
MAULER MISSILE
SAF MISSILE
MAX HOLSTE _ 260 AIRCRAFT
SF MH-260 AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT























S F- 6 AIRCRAFT
S F-IO[ AIRCRAFT
S JF-IOI AIRCRAFT
S RF- 6 AIRCRAFT
NCLEOD GAUGE
SAF GAUGE






S MILITARY COPPACT REACTOR /NCR/
ME P-160 AIRCRAFT GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
ME P-160 AIRCRAFT
S MESSERSCHMITT ME P 160 AIRCRAFT
ME P-308 AIRCRAFT







































S PLASMA FLUX MEASUREMENT
S POLARIMETRY



































































SA SHOCK MEASURING APPARATUS
SA SONIC ANEMOMETER
SA SPEEDOMETER
SA TORQUE MEASURING APPARATUS
SA TURBULENCE MEASURING APPARATUS































































































































































SAF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANT
SAF TRANQUILIZER










SA HA-I FLIGHT DIRECTOR SYSTEM
MERCURY INA--31 FLIGHT
SF HA-3
































SA LIBERTY BELL T
A-231




















































MESSERSCHMITT ME P I60 AIRCRAFT
SF ME P-160 AIRCRAFT
SF P- 160 AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
MESSERSCHMITT ME P 308 AIRCRAFT
SF ME P-308 AIRCRAFT































































































































































SA ALKALINE EARTH OXIDE
SAF OXIDE
METAL OXIDE SEMICONDUCTOR /MOSI
SF MOS

























































































































































SA DIRECT READOUT EQUATORIAL WEATHER SATELLITE
SA NIMBUS SATELLITE














































































































S JACOBI MATRIX METHOD
S KROOK MOMENT METHOD
S LEAST SQUARES METHOD










S POINT MATCHING METHOD
S RAYLEIGH-RITZ METHOD
S RELAXATION METHOD










S TRAVELING SOLVENT METHO0
S VARIATION METHOD
S VON ZEIPEL METHOD











































S MAX HCLSTE MH 260 AIRCRAFT
NH-262 AIRCRAFT

















































S EXPLORER XllI SATELLITE
S EXPLORER XVI SATELLITE




































































































































SAF EAR PRESSURE TEST
MIDDLE EAR PRESSURE














































































































SAF SATELLITE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION NETWORK
SAF TRACK
SAF TRACKING STATION

























S OASSAULT MIRAGE lIl AIRCRAFT
MIROS














SA AIR TO AIR MISSILE








SA BLACK BRANT I MISSILE
SA BLACK BRANT II MISSILE
SA BLACK BRANT III MISSILE
SA BLACK BRANT V MISSILE
SA BLACK BRANT MISSILE
SA BLUE GOOSE MISSILE
SA BLUE STEEL MISSILE











SA HOUND OOG MISSILE
SA INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILE /ICBM/
SA INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILE /IRBMI
SA LACROSSE MISSILE
SA LANCE MISSILE




SA POLARIS AI MISSILE
SA POLARIS A2 MISSILE
SA POLARIS A2A MISSILE














SA SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET MISSILE /SCRAM/
SA SURFACE TO AIR MISSILE





SA TITAN I ICBM
































































































ML-1 NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
SAF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
GUIDETOSUBJECTINDEXES
MOBILE ATLANTIC RANGE STATION /EARS/
SF STATION
MOBILE LOUNGE























































S MINO TUNNEL MODEL
MOOERATOR














S IONOSPHERIC CROSS MODULATION
S OPTICAL MODULATION
S PHASE MODULATION
S PULSE AMPLITUDE MODULATION /PAN/
S PULSE CODE MODULATION IPCM/
S PULSE DURATION MODULATION IPDN/
S PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION /PFM/
S PULSE MODULATION
S PULSE POSITION MODULATION IPPN/
S PULSE RATIO MODULATION IPRMI
S PULSE TIME MODULATION /PTM/
S PULSEMIDTH MODULATION IPNNI
S SINGLE-SIDEBAND MODULATION
S TRAVELING _AVE MODULATION
S VELOCITY MODULATION

















SA LUNAR EXCURSION MODULE ILEMI






















S MANNED ORBITAL LABORATORY /MOL/
MOLAB

















































































































































SAF PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
MONITOR
SA DATA ACAPTIVE EVALUATOR AND MONITOR /DAEMO/
SA IN-FLIGHT MONITORING


























































SA LUNAR ESCAPE DEVICE
SA LUNAR EVOLUTION
SA LUNAR EXCURSION MODULE ILEMI
SA LUNAR EXPLORATION




SA LUNAR GRAVITATIONAL EFFECT
SA LUNAR IONOSPHERE
SA LUNAR LANDING
SA LUNAR LANDING MODULE





SA LUNAR MAGNEIIC FIELD
SA LUNAR MAP
SA LUNAR MARE







































S NAN OPERATED PROPULSION SYSTEM /MOPS/
NORL


















S METAL OXIDE SENICONOUCTOR IMOS/
MOSAIC
MOSS




















































MOTOR CASE GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
MOTOR CASE
SA MISSILE ENGINE CASE






























S MERCURY /MR-2/ FLIGHT
MR-3
S MERCURY IMR-31 FLIGHT
MR-6
S MERCURY /MR-4/ FLIGHT
MSRE
S MOLIEN-SALT REACTOR IMSRE/
MTI
S MOVING TARGET INDICATOR /MTI/ RADAR
MUBIS





























MULTIPLE AIRBORNE TARGET TRAJECTORY SYSTEM
SF MATTS
SF SYSTEM





SAF DEGREE OF FREEDOM






SA ORTHOGONAL MULTIPLEXING THEORY
SA ORTHOGONAL WAVEFORM MULTIPLEXING





SA L AGRANGE MULTIPLIER
SA PHOTOMULT I PLIER
MULTIPLIER PH_TOTUBE























































































































S NORTH AMERICAN SEARCH AND RANGING RADAR INASARRI
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ACT
NATIONAL AIR SPACE UTILIZATION SYSTEM
SF SYSIEM
NATIONAL LAUNCH VEHICLE PROGRAM
SF PROGRAM
SAF LAUNCH VEHICLE


















































SA ASTROGUIGE NAVIGATION SYSTEM
SA DIGITAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM
NAVION G-I AIRCRAFT
SF G- I AIRCRAFT






































































S NUCLEAR ENGINE FOR ROCKET VEHICLE /NERVA/
NERVOUS SYSTEM
SF SYSTEM
SA AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
SA BRAIN













SA SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
SA SYNAPSE
A-251




























































































GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
NEUTRON FLUX








































SF CESSNA MILITARY AIRCRAFT









































































































































































































































NOISE ATTENUATION GUIDE TO SUBJECT INOEXES
SA RADIO NOISE
SA RANDOM NOISE
SA ROCKET ENGINE NOISE
SA SHOT NOISE
SA SIGNAL NOISE





























































































































































NORTH AMERICAN MILITARY AIRCRAFT
S A- 2 AIRCRAFT
S A- 5 AIRCRAFT
S F- 86 AIRCRAFT
S F-IO0 AIRCRAFT
S P- 51 AIRCRAFT
$ T- 2 AIRCRAFT
S T-28 AIRCRAFT
S T-39 AIRCRAFT
S X- 15 AIRCRAFT
S XB-70 AIRCRAFT
S YT-2 AIRCRAFT
NORTH aMERICAN NAC-6O AIRCRAFT
SF NAC-60 AIRCRAFT





S F- S AIRCRAFT
S T-3B AIRCRAFT
NORTONC UNTYACHONORITE GUIDETOSUBJECTINDEXES









SA ABLATING NOSE CONE











































































































SA HIGH ALTITUDE NUCLEAR DETECTION STUDIES /HANDS/
SA SEDAN PROJECT
SA STAR FISH PROJECT









































































































































































S RAYLE IGH NUMBER
S REYNOLDS NUMBER
S R ICHAROSON NUMBER




















































































































SF ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY 10GO/
SA EOGO
A-262


















SF HUGHES MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SF LOH HELICOPTER
OH-13 HELICOPTER
SF BELL MILITARY AIRCRAFT




SF H- 23 HELICOPTER



































































S COLD DECK OPERATION
S EXTRAVEHICULAR OPERATION
S FISHBONL OPERATION
S PLUMB BOB OPERATION
S PREFLIGHT OPERATION
S ROLLER COASTER OPERATION
S STAPECECTOMY









































































































































































































SA TNENTY-FOUR HOUR ORBIT
SA TNO-BOCY ORBIT
ORBIT CALCULATION
SA _IRBORNE RANGE AND ORBIT DETERMINATION /AROD/










SA SPACECRAFT ORBITAL ASSEMBLY
ORBITAL CALCULATION
A-265










SA EARTH ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS IEORI
SA LUNAR ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS ILORI




SA HIGH VACUUM ORBITAL SIMULATOR IHIVOS/
SAF SIMULATOR
ORBITAL SPACE STATION




SA HOHMANN ORBITAL TRANSFER









ORBITING ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY /OAOI
S OAO
ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY /OGO/
S OGO










































































S OAK RIDGE ISOCHRONOUS CYCLOTRON IORIC/
ORIENTATION
S INSTRUMENT ORIENTATION







































































































































SA INNER RADIATION BELT
SA VAN ALLEN BELT
SAF INNER RADIATION BELT
SAF RADIATION BFI T











SF CONVAIR 48 AIRCRAFT
SF LARA AIRCRAFT

































































































SA AIRCRAFT BREATHING APPARATUS
SA HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN













































































SA AFU P-16 AIRCRAFT
P- 51 AIRCRAFT
SF MUSTANG AIRCRAFT
SF NORTH AMERICAN MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
P- 86 AIRCRAFT
S HUNTING P._6 AIRCRAFT
P- 160 AIRCRAFT
S MESSERSCHMITT ME P 160 AIRCRAFT
P- I66 AIRCRAFT
S PIAGGIO P.I66 AIRCRAFT
P- 308 AIRCRAFT
S MESSERSCHMITT ME P 308 AIRCRAFT
P-I052 AIRCRAFT
S HAWKER P I052 AIRCRAFT
P-I067 AIRCRAFT
S HAWKER P 1067 AIRCRAFT
P-II2T AIRCRAFT
S HAWKER P 1127 AIRCRAFT
GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
P'- 1156 AIRCRAFT
S HAWKER P 1156 AIRCRAFT
P-- ROCKET EI_il jE

















S EXPLORER X SA_LLI TE
P,-531 HELICOPTER




























































































































SA ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE
SAF MAGNETIC RESONANCE
PARANAGNETISN







































































































































































































S PEBBLE BED REACTOR EXPERIMENT /PBRE/
PCN
S PULSE COOE MODULATION /PCM/
PD-8O8 AIRCRAFT
S PIAGGIO-DOUGLAS PD-BO8 AIRCRAFT
PDN
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PEARSON DISTRIBUTION
SF DISTRIBUTION






































































































































S PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
k-276



























SA ACTIVITY CYCLE IBIOLI




































































































S PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION /PFNI
PFN TELEMETRY










S F- 6 AIRCRAFT
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SF P- 166 AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
PIASECKI MILITARY AIRCRAFT














































































PIONEER I SPACE PROBE
SAP SPACE PROBE
PIONEER Ill SPACE PROBE
SAF SPACE PROBE
PIONEER IV LUNAR PROBE
SAF LUNAR PROBE
PIONEER V SPACE PROBE
SAF SPACE PROBE

































































































































































































SA ONSAGER PHENOMENOLOGICAL COEFFICIENT
SA PLASMA-ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTION
A-286











































































































































































SA CRYSTAL STRUCTURE DEFECT








































































































































































SF POLAR ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY /POGD/
POGO MONITOR












































SA CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING

















SA AIRYS STRESS FUNCTION









































































































































































































































SA BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
SA FLUXD INJECT|ON
SA GAS INJECTION
POROUS 60UNOARY LAYER CONTROL


























SA PLAN POSITION INDICATOR /PPI/
SA SEXTANT



























































































































S SOLAR PONER SYSTEM
S STOPPING POMER
S SUNFLOMER PO_ER SYSTEM
S THERMAL POWER
S THIONINE POMER SYSTEM
S THRUST PDNER
POMER CONVERSION
SA ELECTRIC POMER CONVERSION



















SA NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
SAF HEAT ENGINE
POHER REACTOR
SA BOILING WATER REACTOR
SA LOS ALAMOS MOLTEN PLUTONIUM REACTOR /LAMPRE/










SA AIRCRAFT PO_ER SOURCE
SA AUXILIARY PO_ER SOURCE
_ _UCLE_R-E[ECTRT_ PO_ER SUPPLY
SA PLASMA POMER SOURCE
SA SOLAR POMER SOURCE







S PLAN POSITION INDICATOR /PPII
PPN
















































































SA HIGH ALTITUDE PRESSURE
SA HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE








SA MIDDLE EAR PRESSURE

















SA LON PRESSURE CHAMBER
SA VAPOR PRESSURE APPARATUS
PRESSURE BREATHING
SF BREATHING
SA EMERGENCY BREATHING TECHNIQUE
SAF EMERGENCY BREATHING TECHNIOUE
SAF RESPIRATION











































































SAF LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
PRESSURIZED SUIT
SAF FLIGHT CLOTHING


























































S PULSE RATIO MODULATION /PRM/
A-2q8
























































S SAINT VENANT FLEXURE PROBLEM
S STURM-LIOUVILLE PROBLEM
S THREE-BOOY PROBLEM





































SAF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANT






















S ELECTRON DENSITY PROFILE
S MAGNETOTELLURIC PROFILING






S AERIAL RADIOLOGICAL MEASURING SURVEYS PROGRAM






S DOWNRANGE ANTIMISSILE MEASUREMENT PROGRAM /DAMP/
S FI SHBOML OPERATION
S GULLIVER PROGRAM










S MULTIPLE OUTPUT PROGRAM /MOP/
S MULTISATELLITE AUGMENTATION PROGRAM-A IMUSAP AI
S NASA PROGRAM
S NATIONAL LAUNCH VEHICLE PROGRAM
S NOUGAT OPERATION
S NUCLEAR ELECTRONIC EFFECTS PROGRAM INEEPI
S OPTICAL SATELLITE TRACKING PROGRAM




S PLUMB BOB OPERATION
S PLUTO NUCLEAR RAMJET PROGRAM
S RADAR TARGET SCATTER SITE /RATSCAT/ PROGRAM
S REPUBLIC F 105 AIRCRAFT PROGRAM
S ROCKET ENGINE ADVANCEMENT PROGRAM
S ROCKET ENGINE NOZZLE EJECTOR /RENE/ PROGRAM
S ROLLER COASTER OPERATION
S SATELLITE INTERCEPTOR PROGRAM /SIP/
S SNAP PROGRAM
S SOLAR ENERGY THERMIONIC /SET/ PROGRAM
S SPACE PROGRAM
S SPACE TRAJECTORY PROGRAM
S SPACE VEHICLE CHECKOUT PROGRAM
S SPACEWARN PROGRAM
S STEEP PROGRAM




































S BIG JOE PROJECT
S BIG SHOT PROJECT
S BIOCOURIER PROJECT
S BLACK PRINCE PROJECT
S BUMBLEBEE PROJECT
S CAT EYE PROJECT
S CELESCOPE PROJECT
S CENTAUR PROJECT
























S HIGH PONER PROJECT




S ICE MAY PROJECT
S JUPITER PROJECT
S KINGFISH PROJECT
S LAMP LIGHTER PROJECT









S MOON QUAKE PROJECT




S NUCLEAR SUPERHEAT PROJECT
S ORGEL REACTOR PROJECT
S ORION PROJECT
S PERT PROJECT
S PLANETARY CIRCULATIONS PROJECT
S PRESS PROJECT
S PROSPECTOR PROJECT
S QUICK KEY PROJECT
S RACIO ATTENUATION MEASUREMENT /RAN/ PROJECT
S RANGER PROJECT














S SPACE ELECTRIC ROCKET TEST /SERT/




S STAR OUST PROJECT
S STAR FISH PROJECT
S STARGAZER PROJECT
S STATISTICAL FORECASTING PROJECT
S STOPLIGHT PROJECT
S SUBMARINE INTEGRATED CONTROL /SU6IC/ PROJECT
S SURVEYOR PROJECT























































SA RADIO SIGNAL PROPAGATION
SA SCATTER PROPAGATION




























SA HIGH ENERGY PROPELLANT























































SA HIGH ENERGY OXIDIZER






























SA TILTED PROPELLER AXIS
































































SA INTERPLANETARY PROPULSION CONFIGURATION
PROPULSION SYSTEM
SF SYSTEM
SA HOT CYCLE PROPULSION SYSTEM
SA MAN OPERATED PROPULSION SYSTEM /MOPS/
SA PERSONNEL PROPULSION SYSTEM
SA ROCKET ENGINE



















































SA CERAMAL PROTECTIVE COATING
SA CLADDING




































































































































PTL-6 GAS TURBINE ENGINE
PTM




































PULSE DURATION MODULATION /POM/
SF MODULATION
SF PDM
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PULSE MOTOR
SF MOTOR





























PULSE WIDTH AMPLITUDE CONVERTER
SAF AMPLITUDE
SAF CONVERTER
























































































































































SF GYRODYNE DSN-3 HELICOPTER
SF GYRODYNE MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
QSO









































































S QUASI-STELLAR RADIO SOURCE IQSO/























RANDOM ACCESS DISCRETE ADDRESS IRADAI SYSTEM












SA CONTINUOUS WAVE ICW/ RADAR
SA DOPPLER RADAR
SA MONOPULSE RADAR





























































































SA STELATRAC RADAR SYSTEM
SA TRADEX RADAR SYSTEM
RADAR TARGET
SAF TARGET

















































































SA ARTIFICIAL RADIATION BELT
SA INNER RADIATION BELT
SA OUTER RADIATION BELT
SA PROTON BELT
SA TRAPPED RADIATION





























































































































SA POLAR RADIO BLACKOUT
SAP BLACKOUT
RADIO DURST
SA SOLAR RADIO BURST
SAF BURST
RADIO COMMUNICATION





















SA ULTRA-SHORT-NAVE RADIO EQUIPMENT


















































SA OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIO RANGE
A-314















































SA COSMIC RADIO HAVE
SA GALACTIC RADIO HAVE






































































































































SAF PRECIPITATION PARTICLE MEASUREMENT
A-316









S RADAR ABSORBING MATERIAL /RAM/
RAM B LAUNCH VEHICLE
SAF LAUNCH VEHICLE
RAM PROJECT



































































RANGE AND RANGE RATE TRACKING
SA GOOOARD RANGE AND RATE SYSTEM


















S NAVIUN G-I AIRCRAFT
RMIGER I LUNAR PROBE
SAF LUNAR PRGGE
RANGER II LUNAR PROBE
SAF LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 111 LUNAR PROBE
SAF LUNAR PROBE
RANGER IV LUNAR PROBE
SAF LUNAR PROBE
RANGER V LUNAR PROBE
SAF LUNAR PROBE
RANGER VI LUNAR PROBE
SAF LUNAR PROBE
RANGER VII LUNAR PROBE
SAF LUNAR PROBE
RANGER VIII LUNAR PRONE
SAF LUNAR PROBE
RANGER IX LUNAR PROBE
RANGER BLOCK Ill
RANGER LUNAR LANDING VEHICLE
RANGER PROJECT
SF PROJECT






S RADAR APPROACH CONTROL /RAPCUN/
RAPID AUTOMATIC NALFUMCT]OM ISOLATION SYSTEM
S RANIS SYSTEM
RAPID EYE MOVEMENT STATE /RENS/
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S HEART RATE
S LOADING RATE
S MASS FLOW RATE
S PULSE RATE
S RESPIRATORY RATE


















S PROPELLANT MASS RATIO
S PULSE RATIO MODULATION /PRMI
S SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO
S STANDING WAVE RATIO
S STRESS RATIO
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S REFRACTED RAY
































SF BOEING MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
SAF B- AT AIRCRAFT
RB-50 AIRCRAFT
SE BOEING MILITARY AIRCRAFT




SF MARTIN MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
SAF B- 57 AIRCRAFT
/F-319
REACTION TIME
SAF ENGLISH ELECTRIC CANBERRA AIRCRAFT
RB-66 AIRCRAFT
SF DESTROYER AIRCRAFT
SF DOUGLAS MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
SAF B- b6 AIRCRAFT
RBE







S RECOVERY CONTROL CENTER /RCC/
RDF
S RADAR DIRECTION FINDER
S RADIO DIRECTION FINDER
RDX































SA ADVANCED SODIUM COOLED REACTOR IASCR/
SA ADVANCED TEST REACTOR /AIR/
SA ASTRON THERMONUCLEAR REACTOR
SA BOILING WATER REACTOR
SA CHEMICAL REACTOR
SA EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR I /EBR- II
SA EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR II /EBR- /If
SA FAST REACTOR
SA FLUIDIZEO-BED REACTOR
SA GAS CDnLED REACTOR /GCR/
SA GAS REACTOR
SA GASEOUS FISSION REACTOR
SA HALDEN BOILING WATER REACTOR /HBWR/
SA HANFORO REACTOR
SA HEALIH PHYSICS RESEARCH REACTOR IHPRRI
SA HEAVY WATER COMPONENTS TEST REACTOR IHWCTRI
SA HERO REACTOR




SA KIWI B REACTOR
SA KIWI B-IA REACTOR
SA KIWI B-IB REACTOR
SA KIWI B-4 REACTOR
SA KIWI B-4A REACTOR
SA KIWI ROCKET REACTOR
SA LIQUID COOLED REACTOR
SA LIQUID METAL COOLED REACTOR /LMCRI
SA LITHIUM COOLED REACIOR EXPERIMENT /LCRE/
SA LIVERMORE POOL TYPE REACTOR ILPTR/
SA LOS ALAMOS MOLTEN PLUTONIUM REACTOR /LAMPRE/
SA LOS ALAMOS TURRET REACTOR
SA LOS ALAMOS WATER BOILER REACTOR
SA MATERIALS TESTING REACTOR
SA MILITARY COMPACT REACTOR /MCR/
SA MOLTEN-SALT REACTOR /MSRE/
SA ORGANIC COOLED REACTOR
SA ORGANIC MODERATED REACTOR
SA ORGEL REACIOR PROJECT
SA PHOEBUS NUCLEAR REACTOR
A-320
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SA PLUM BROOK REACTOR
SA PLUTONIUM RECYCLE TEST REACTOR IPRTR/
SA POWER REACTOR
SA PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR
SA RESEARCH REACTOR
SA SATURABLE-CORE REACTOR /SR#
SA SENN REACTOR
SA SODIUM GRAPHITE REACTOR /SGR/
SA SODIUM REACTOR EXPERIMENT /SRE/
SA SPACE POWER UNIT REACTOR /SPUR/




SA TORY II-A REACTOR
SA TORY II-C REACTOR
SA TOWER SHIELDING REACTOR II
SA TRANSIENT REACTOR TEST /TREAT/ FACILITY
SA TRIGA MARK F REACTOR
SA ULTRAHIGH TEMPERATURE REACTOR EXPERIMENT /UHTREX/
SA WATER COOLED REACTOR
SA WATER MODERATED REACTOR
SA ZERO POWER REACTOR /ZPR/
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SA BREGUET 1150 AIRCRAFT
SA CANADAIR CL-28 AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
RECONNAISSANCE SPACECRAFT







SA CABLE FORCE RECORDER
SA DATA RECORDER
SA ELECTRONIC RECORDING INSTRUMENT
SA FLIGHT LOAD RECORDER
SA FLIGHT RECORDER
SA MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDER

















SA VISUAL DISCRIMINATION RECOVERY
SA WATER RECOVERY
RECOVERY CONTROL CENTER /RCCI
SF CONTROL
SF RCC















































































SA MARK IO REENTRY BODY
SA MARK 11 REENTRY BODY


























SA HL-IO REENTRY VEHICLE
SA JIM DANDY I REENTRY BODY
SA LOM OBSERVABLE REENTRY VEHICLE /LORV/
SA TRAILBLAZER I REENTRY VEHICLE
SA TRAILBLAZER II REENTRY VEHICLE
SAF SPACECRAFT
REFERENCE SYSTEM
SA INERTIAL REFERENCE SYSTEM
SA NULL-REFERENCE GLIDE PATH


















































































































































































































































SA EARTH ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS /EDR/
SA EULER-LAMBERT EQUATION
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RENDEZVOUS TRAJECTORY
SA EARTH-MARS RENDEZVOUS TRAJECTORY
SAF TRAJECTORY
RENE PROGRAM
















S FDKKER-REPUBLIC D- 26 AIRCRAFT
















SA BOILING WATER REACTOR
SA HEALTH PHYSICS RESEARCH REACTOR /HPRR/
SA LIVERMORE POOL TYPE REACTOR /LPTRI
SA LOS ALAMOS MOLTEN PLUTONIUM REACTOR ILAMPRE/
SA LOS ALAMOS WATER BOILER REACTOR
SA TRIGA MARK F REACTOR
SAF REACTOR
GUIDETOSUBJECTINDEXES






























































































































































































































S RHEIN RF- I AIRCRAFT
RF- 6 AIRCRAFT
SF E_H AIRCRAFT
SF MCDONNELL MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SF PHANTOM AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
SAF F- 6 AIRCRAFT
RF- 8 AIRCRAFT





SF LXNG-TEMCO-VOUGHT MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
SAF F- 8 AIRCRAFT
RFTR
S ROCKET FUEL TEST REACTOR /RFTR/
RH- 2 HELICOPTER
SF BELL MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SF ZROQIIO 1S HELICOPTER
SAF HELICOPTER
RHEIN RF-- | AIRCRAFT



































SF VITAMIN B 02
SF VITAMIN G
RIBONUCLEIC ACID



















































































RL-IO A-I ROCKET ENGINE
RL-IO A--3 ROCKET ENGINE
RL-IO ROCKET ENGINE
SAF ROCKET ENGINE
































SA AGENA C ROCKET
SA AGENA ROGKET
SA ARCAS ROCKET
SA ASTROBEE 200 ROCKET
SA ASTROBEE ROCKET
SA ASTROBEE 1500 ROCKET
SA ATHENA ROCKET
SA BLACK KNIGHT ROCKET
SA BLUE SCOUT JR ROCKET




SA DORNIER PARAGLIOER ROCKET




SA EXOS SOUNDING ROCKET
SA HONEST JOHN ROCKET








































SA VERONIQUE V-2T ROCKET





















SA AJ- IO ROCKET ENGINE
SA ALECTO ROCKET ENGINE
SA ALGOL ROCKET ENGINE
SA BE-3 ROCKET ENGINE
SA BRISTOL-SIDDELEY MK-301 ROCKET ENGINE
SA CYCLOPS II ROCKET ENGINE
SA F- 1 ROCKET ENGINE
SA GOSLING IV ROCKET ENGINE
SA H- I ROCKET ENGINE
SA HERCULES ROCKET ENGINE
SA HYBRAZINE ENGINE INIMPHEI
SA HYDROX ENGINE
SA HYPERJET ENGINE
SA J- 2 ROCKET ENGINE
SA LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINE
SA LITHERGOL ROCKET ENGINE
SA LR87-AJ-3 ROCKET ENGINE
SA LR9I-AJ-3 ROCKET ENGINE
SA M- l ROCKET ENGINE
SA M-66 ROCKET ENGINE
SA M-55 ROCKET ENGINE
SA M-56 ROCKET ENGINE
SA M-ST ROCKET ENGINE
SA M-_9 ROCKET ENGINE
SA MA-2 ROCKET ENGINE
SA MA-3 ROCKET ENGINE
A-332
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SA HA-5 ROCKET ENGINE
SA MG- 3 ROCKET ENGINE
SA MG-I8 ROCKET ENGINE
SA MULTISTAGE ROCKET ENGINE
SA NUCLEAR ENGINE FOR ROCKET VEHICLE /NERVA/
SA P- I ROCKET ENGINE
SA POODLE ROCKET ENGINE
SA RL-IO ROCKET ENGINE
SA ROOK ROCKET ENGINE
SA SHAVETAIL ROCKET ENGINE
SA SMOKY JOE ROCKET ENGINE
SA SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINE
SA SQUIRT PROJECT
SA SYNCDM APOGEE ROCKET ENGINE
SA TE-289 ROCKET ENGINE
SA TE-366 ROCKET ENGINE
$A TE-365 ROCKET ENGINE
SA TE-359 ROCKET ENGINE
SA TE-366 ROCKET ENGINE
SA TE-3T5 ROCKET ENGINE
SA TE-385 ROCKET ENGINE
SA TU-I2I ROCKET ENGINE
SA TX- I3 ROCKET ENGINE
SA TX- 33-39 ROCKET ENGINE
SA TX- 77 ROCKET ENGINE
SA TX-2BD ROCKET ENGINE
SA TX-306 ROCKET ENGINE
SA TX-356 ROCKET ENGINE
SA X-268 ROCKET ENGINE
SA X-253 ROCKET ENGINE
SA X-254 ROCKET ENGINE
SA X-25T ROCKET ENGINE
SA X-258 ROCKET ENGINE
SA X-259 ROCKET ENGINE
SA X-26I ROCKET ENGINE
SA X-262 ROCKET ENGINE
SA XB- 1 ROCKET ENGINE
SA XB- 2 ROCKET ENGINE
SA XLR-BI-BA-13 ROCKET ENGINE
SA XLR-gI-AJ-5 ROCKET ENGINE
SA XM- 2 ROCKET ENGINE
SA XN-33 ROCKET ENGINE
SA XM-56 ROCKET ENGINE
SA XM-ST ROCKET ENGINE
SA XM-81 ROCKET ENGINE
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SA XM-85 ROCKET ENGINE
SA XN-86 ROGKET ENGINE
SA YLR101-NA-13 ROCKET ENGINE
SA YLRIO1-NA-1S ROCKET ENGINE
SA YLR8T--AJ-5 ROCKET ENGINE
SA YLR91-AJ-5 ROCKET ENGINE





























































































































































































































































SA INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULE /IFR/




































S X- 13 AIRCRAFT
S XC- 162 AIRCRAFT
S XV-BA AIRCRAFT
RSD AIRCRAFT













S EXPLORER VII SATELLITE
S- 2
S EXPLORER VI SATELLITE
S- 2 AIRCRAFT
S SNOW S-2 AIRCRAFT
S- 3
S EXPLORER Xll SATELLITE
S- 3A
S EXPLORER XIV SATELLITE
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S- 3B
S EXPLORER XV SATELLITE
S- 3C
S EXPLORER XXVI SATELLITE
S- 6
S EXPLORER XVII SATELLITE
S-15








S ALOUETTE I SATELLITE
S-2TA
S-30
S EXPLORER VIII SATELLITE
S-66
S EXPLORER /S-461 SATELLITE
S-4B






S ARIEL I SATELLITE
S-52




S EXPLORER IS-55/ SATELLITE
S-55A
S EXPLORER XIII SATELLITE
S-55B
S EXPLORER XVI SATELLITE
S-55C




S EXPLORER IX SATELLITE
A-336








S SIKORSKY 5-58 HELICOPTER
S'-61 HELICOPTER
S SIKORSKY 5-61 HELICOPTER
S--64 HELICOPTER

















S SU_AQIATION SA 330 HELICOPTER
5A-3210 HEL [COPTER







SAAB 601 AIR CUSHION VEHICLE





























S SAAS ql AIRCRAFT
SAGE AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM


































SAM SPACE CABIN SIMULATOR
















SA HIGH VOLUME ELECTROSTATIC SAMPLER /HIVES/




































SA ALOUETTE I SATELLITE
SA ALOUETTE B SATELLITE
SA ALOUETTE SATELLITE
SA ANNA SATELLITE
SA APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE /ATS/
SA ARIEL I SATELLITE






SA COSMOS I SATELLITE
SA COSMOS II SATELLITE
SA COSMOS III SATELLITE
SA COSMOS IV SATELLITE
SA COSMOS V SATELLITE
SA COSMOS VI SATELLITE
SA COSMOS VII SATELLITE
SA COSMOS VIII SATELLITE
SA COSMOS XI SATELLITE
SA COSMOS XII SATELLITE
SA COSMOS XV SATELLITE
SA COSMOS XVII SATELLITE
SA COSMOS XLI SATELLITE
SA COSMOS SATELLITE
SA COURIER SATELLITE
SA D- 1 SATELLITE
SA DISCOVERER XVII SATELLITE
GUIDE 10 SUBJECT INDEXES SATELLITE
SA DISCOVERER XVIII SATELLITE
SA DISCOVERER XXIX SATELLITE
SA DISCOVERER XXXI SATELLITE
SA DISCOVERER XXXlI SATELLITE
SA DISCOVERER XXXVIII SATELLITE
SA DISCOVERER SATELLITE
SA EARLY BIRD SATELLITE
SA ECHO I SATELLITE




SA ESRO lI SATELLITE
SA EVASIVE SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER I SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER III SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER IV SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER V SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER VI SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER VII SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER VIII SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER IX SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER X SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER XI SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER XII SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER XIII SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER XIV SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER XV SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER XVI SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER XVI] SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER XVIII SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER XIX SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER XX SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER XXII SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER /S-661 SATELLITE






SA GRAVITY GRADIENT SATELLITE




SA INJUN I SATELLITE
SA INJUN II SATELLITE









SA LINCOLN EXPERIMENTAL SATELLITE /LES/
SA LINCOLN EXPERIMENTAL SATELLITE- 2 /LES-2/




SA MIDAS II SATELLITE
SA MIDAS IlI SATELLITE
SA MIDAS IV SATELLITE
SA MIDAS V SATELLITE
SA MIDAS VI SATELLITE
SA MIDAS VII SATELLITE
SA MIDAS SATELLITE




SA NORA ALICE SATELLITE
Sk OAO-A
SA ORBITING RADIO BEACON IONOSPHERIC SATELLITE
SA ORBITING SATELLITE
SA or2 /ORBITING VEHICLE-21
SA PASSIVE SATELLITE
SA PEGASUS SATELLITE
SA POLET I SATELLITE
SA POLYOT SATELLITE
SA RADIO ASTRONOMY EXPLORER /RAE/ SATELLITE
SA RECOVERY SATELLITE









SA SINGLE INTERCEPTOR SATELLIIE /SIS/
SA SOLAR RADIATION I SATELLITE
SA SOLAR RADIATION III SATELLITE
SA SPACE VEHICLE
SA SPUTNIK I SATELLITE
SA SPUTNIK II SATELLITE
SA SPUTNIK IV SATELLITE
SA SPUTNIK V SATELLITE
SA SPUTNIK VI SATELLITE
SA SPUTNIK VIII SATELLITE
SA SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITE
SA /bLSTAR SATELLITE
SA TIROS IV SATELLITE
SA TIROS V SATELLITE
SA TIROS VI SATELLITE
SA TIROS VII SATELLITE
SA TIROS VIII SATELLITE
SA TIROS IX SATELLITE
SA TIROS D SATELLITE
SA TIROS E SATELLITE
SA TIROS F SATELLITE
SA TIROS G SATELLITE
SA TIROS H SATELLITE
SA EIROS SATELLITE
SA TRAAC SATELLITE
SA TRANSIT IB SATELLITE
SA TRANSIT IIA SATELLITE
SA TRANSIT IVA SATELLITE
SA TRANSIT IVB SATELLITE
SA TRANSIT SATELLITE
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SATELLITE COMMUNICATION









SATELLITE GROUND SUPPORT NETWORK














































SA OPTICAL SATELLITE TRACKING PROGRAM
SAF TRACKING
SATELLITE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION NETNORK
SF 5TAOAN
SA MINITRACK













SATURN I ISA-- I/ LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN [ /SA- 21 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I /SA- 3/ LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I /SA- 6/ LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN ]ISA- 51 LAUIN_H VEHICLE
SATURN 1 ISA- 6/ LAUNqT.H VEHICLE
SATURN I /SA-- T/ LAUNC.H VEHICLE
SATURN I /SA- 8/ LAUI_;H VEHICLE
SATURN I /SA- 9/ LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN i /SA-1B/ LAUNCH VEHICLE
SAF LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I LAUNCH VEHICLE
SAF LAUNCH VEHICLE




SATURN V LAUNCH VEHICLE
SAF LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN D LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLE
SAF LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 5- [ STAGE
SATURN S- 16 STAGE
_aTURN S-- ]C STAGE
SATURN S'- II STAGE
SATURN S- IV STAGE
SAF FOURTH STAGE
SATURN S-- IVB STAGE
SAVAGE AIRCRAFT




S SHORT ._.--5 AIRCRAFT
SC-T AIRCRAFT




































SA INFRARED HORIZON SCANNER
SA INFRARED SCANNER
SCAT
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SCHULER TUNING





























SCIENTIFIC DATA CONDITIONING SYSTEM
SF SDCS
SF SYSTEM































S SILICON CONTROL RECTIFIER /SCR/
SCRAM

















S SCiENTiFiC DATA CONDITIONING SYSTEM
SOP
S SITE OATA PROCESSOR /SOP/
SE-- 210 AIRCRAFT
S SUD-AVIATION SE'- 210 AIRCRAFT
SE--3160 HELICOPTER








S SUDDEN ENHANCEMENT OF ATMOSPHERICS /SEA/















































































































































































































































































































































































S SODIUM GRAPHITE REACTOR ISGR/
SH-3 HELICOPTER
SP HSS-2 HELICOPTER
SF SEA KING HELICOPTER
SF SIKORSKY MILITARY HELICOPTER
SAF HELICOPTER
















































































SA THIN WALLED SHELL
SA TOROIDAL S_ELL
























SA RADIO FREQUENCY SHIELDING
SA REENTRY SHIELD
SA SPACECRAFT SHIELDING








SA SPECTRAL SHIFT CONTROL REACTOR

























































SA ELECTROMAGNETIC SHOCK TUBE






SA NORMAL SHOCK WAVE
SA NOVA OUTBURST















































































S SIEBEL SI 2C4 O AIRCRAFT
SIAT 311 AIRCRAFT
S SIEBEL SIAT 311 AIRCRAFT
GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES SIGNAL FADING
SIC






























S DDLKDW-SIEBEL BS-210 AIRCRAFT
SIEBEL S] 206 D AIRCRAFT
SF 51-206 AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
SIEDEL SIAT 311 AIRCRAFT

















SIGMA- IV MIND TUNNEL
SAF WIND TUNNEL
SIGMA T
SA MERCURY /MR-B/ FLIGHT





































































S CH- 3 HELICOPTER
S CH- 34 HELICOPTER
S CH- 53 HELICOPTER
S CH- 54 HELICOPTER




SF H- 34 HELICOPTER
SF S-58 HELICOPTER
A-3§2
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SA WESER WF S-64 HELICOPTER
SAF HELICOPTER
SIKORSKY S-65 HELICOPTER



























SA ORGANIC SILICON COMPOUND
SA SILANE
SA SILICATE
GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES SIMULATOR
SA SILICIDE






















































S SIMULTANEOUS IMAGE CORRELATION /SIMICOR/
SIMILARITY HYPOTHESIS
SF HYPOTHESIS










































































































SITE DATA PROCESSOR /SOP/
SF SOP





SATELLITE INTERCEPTOR PROGRAM /SIP/














GUIDE TO SU6JECT INDEXES SLEEP DEPRIVATION
SKIMMER
SKIN

























































S C- 56 AIRCRAFT
SKYRAIOER AIRCRAFT
S A-- I AIRCRAFT
SKYROCKET AIRCRAFT




S SHORT SC-T AIRCRAFT
SKYHARRIQR AIRCRAFT




































































S STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE ISLV/
SN-A























S SYNCHRONOUS METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE /SMSI
SMU




SF SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER /SNAP/ PROGRAM
SNAP- 2
SF SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER /SNAP/ PRCGRAM
SNAP" 3
SF SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER /SNAP/ PROGRAM
SNA_ 6
SF SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER /SNAP/ PROGRAM
SNA_ T
SF SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER /SNAP/ PROGRAM
SNAP- 8
SF SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER /SNAP/ PREGRAM
SNAP" 9A
SF SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER /SNAP/ PROGRAM
GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES SODIUM GRAPH|TE REACTOR ISGRI
SNAP PROGRAM
SF PROGRAM
SF SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY PONER /SNAP/ PROGRAM
SAF NUCLEAR AUXILIARY PONER
SNAP-IOA
SF SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY PDNER /SNAP/ PROGRAM
SNAP-'ll
SF SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POMER /SNAP/ PROGRAM
SNAP-'13
SF SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER /SNAP/ PkOGRAH
SNAP-1S
SF SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER /SNAP/ PROGRAN
SNAP-17
SF SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY PONER /SNAP/ PROGRAM
SNAP- 19
SF SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY PONER /SNAP/ PROGRAM
SNAP--21
SF SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER /SNAP/ PROGRAM
SNAP--23
SF SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER /SNAP/ PROGRAM
SNAP-S0
SF SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY PONER /SNAP/ PROGRAM
SNAP-e0






SNON AERIAL APPLICATOR AIRCRAFT S-2B
SAF AIRCRAFT
SNOW S-2 AIRCRAFT

















































































































SOLAR AUXILIARY POWER SOURCE


































SOLAR ENERGY ABSORPTION FILM















































GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES



































































SOLAR RADIATION [ SATELLITE
SAF SATELLITE

































































SA CYCLOTRIMETHYLENE TRINITRAMINE /RDX/










SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINE
SA ATHENA ROCKET
SA M-66 ROCKET ENGINE
SA TU-121 ROCKET ENGINE





















































































































SA ELECTROACDUST [C WAVE













SA ASTROBEE 200 ROCKET
SA ASTROBEE ROCKET
SA ASTROBEE 1500 ROCKET
SA DEACON-ARROW ROCKET
SA DORNIER PARAGLIDER ROCKET


































































SA CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
SAP ATMOSPHERE
SAC CABIN ATMOSPHERE




SA SAM SPACE CABIN SIMULATOR
SAP SIMULATOR
SPACE CAPSULE







































SA ONE-MAY SPACE FLIGHT








SA MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
SAF FLIGHT STRESS






































SA DUMBBELL SPACE PROBE
SA MARINER I SPACE PR_E
SA MARINER II SPACE PROBE
SA MARINER III SPACE PROBE
SA MARINER IV SPACE PROBE
SA MARINER R-1 SPACE PROBE
SA MARINER R-2 SPACE PROBE
SA MARINER SPACE PROBE
SA MARS PROBE
SA PIONEER I SPACE PROBE









SA ZOND II SPACE PROBE
SPACE PROGRAM
SF PROGRAM
SA EUROPEAN SPACE PROGRAM
SA NASA PROGRAM




























SA MANNED ORBITAL LABORATORY /MOLl
SA MANNED ORBITAL RESEARCH LABORATORY /MORL/
SA ORBITAL SPACE STATION
SPACE STORAGE
SAP STORAGE





























SA INTERORBITAL SPACE VEHICLE IIOSVI
SA PHAETON SPACE VEHICLE
SA PHOTO RECONNAISSANCE SPACE VEHICLE
SA RECOVERABLE SPACE VEHICLE
SA SATELLITE
SAF SATELLITE













SA EUROPEAN I SPACECRAFT
SA FERRY SPACECRAFT
SA GEM]N] SPACECRAFT
SA HOUSE SPACECRAFT ]






SA MANNED AERODYNAMIC REUSABLE SPACESHIP /MARS/
SA MANNED SPACECRAFT
SA MARS I SPACECRAFT
SA MARS SPACECRAFT
SA MILITARY SPACECRAFT

































SA CLOSED ECOLOG[CAL SYSTEM






























































































































SA IMAGE VELOCITY SENSOR


















































































































































GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
S LANDING SPEED










































SA PROLATE SPHEROID FUNCTION

































































































































S SPACE POWER UNIT REACTOR /SPUR/
SPURRITE
SPURT
































S SATURABLE-CORE REACTOR /SRI
SR-N2 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
S RESTLAND SR-N2 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
SR-N3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
S WESTLAND SR-N3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
SR-N5 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
S WESTLAND SR-N5 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
SRE




S STANDARDIZED SPACE GUIDANCE SYSTEM ISSGS/
SSP





GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
SA AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
SA AIRCRAFT STABILITY









SA FLIGHT STABILITY TEST
SA FLDN STABILITY

























SA LATERAL STABILITY AND CONTROL
SA LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AND CONTROL




SA FLIGHT STABILITY TEST
A-371
STAINING





























































STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE /SLY/
SF SLV
SAF LAUNCH VEHICLE
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE-F-I /SLV-F-I/
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE-I /SLV-I/
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE-IB /SLV-IB/
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE-2A /SLV-2A/
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE--3 /SLV-3/




























SA MAIN SEQUENCE STAR
SA NEUTRON STAR
SA O STAR
SA DMICRDN CETI STAR
SA PROTOSTAR
SA QUASI-STELLAR RADIO SOURCE /QSO/





SA WHITE OMARF STAR
SAE GALAXY
STAR CLUSTER











































SA HUGONIOT EQUATION OF STATE





























STATIC STABILITY AND CONTROL






























SA FLUCTUATION THEORY /STAT MECH/
SA FUNCTION SPACE
SA MALKUS THEORY









































































SA INERTIALESS STEERABLE COMMUNICATIONS ANTENNA
SAF ANTENNA
STEERING








































































STF 102K TURBOFAN ENGINE
SAF TURBOFAN ENGINE





















































































SA DRY CELL BATTERY
SA WET CELL BATTERY
SAF BATTERy
SAF DRY CELL BATTERY
STORAGE DEVICE
SF DEVICE





























































































S B- 52 AIRCRAFT
STRATDJET AIRCRAFT























































































SA ENERGY METHOD STRESS CALCULATION
SA MATRIX STRESS CALCULATION
STRESS COMPUTER PROGRAM














SA AIRYS STRESS FUNCTION
STRESS MEASUREMEN1
SF MEASUREMENT
SA OPTICO-PHOTOGRAPHIC STRESS MEASUREMENT
SA PHOIOELASTIC STRESS MEASUREMENT








































































STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING SYSTEMS SOLVER /STRESS/



























































































































































SUD-AYIATIUN SA 330 HELICOPTER
SF ALOUETTE HELICOPTER




SUD'-AVIATION $E-- 210 AIRCRAFT
SF CARAVELLE AIRCRAFT
SF SE- 210 AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
SUD-AVIATION 5E-3160 HELICOPTER





SUUOEN ENHANCEMENT OF ATMOSPHERICS /SEA1
SF SEA
SAF ATMOSPHERICS


































































SA INTERNATIONAL QUIET SUN YEAR IIQSYI















































































SUPERSONIC COMBUSIIUN RAMJET MISSILE /SCRAM/
SF SCRAM
SAF MISSILE










































SUPERSONIC MIND TUNNEL APPARATUS








SA GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEM /GOSS/
_J _ROUND SUPPORT SYSTEM
A-SB3









































































SURFACE TO AIR MISSILE
SA LITTLE JOHN MISSILE
SAF MISSILE
































































































































SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS ISYNCOR/ SATELLITE
SF SYNCOH SATELLITE
SAF COMMUN1CATICNS SATELLITE
SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS /SYNCOFII/ SATELLITE
SYNCHRONOUS CORRUNICATIONS /SYNCOR-III/ SATELLITE




























SYNCOH APOGEE ROCKET ENGINE
SAF ROCKET ENGINE
SYNCOH PROJECT
S SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE PROJECT
SYNCON SATELLITE




























































S ADVANCED VICICON CAMERA SYSTEM /AVCS/
S AEROSPAOE SYSTEM
S AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM
S AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC SYSTEM















S DATA HANDLING SYSTEM
S DATA READOUT SYSTEM
S DEICING SYSTEM
S DEWAR SYSTEM
GUIOE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
S DIGESTIVE SYSTEM






S EMERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEM
S ENDOCRINE SYSTEM





S FREQUENCY TRANSLATION SYSTEM
S FUEL SYSTEM
S FUEL TANK PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM
S GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM
S GODDARD RANGE AND RATE SYSTEM
S GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEM /GOSS/
S GUIDANCE SYSTEM
S HEMATOPDIETIC SYSTEM
















S MISSILE DEFENSE SYSTEM
S MISSILE SYSTEM
S MODULATION INDUCING RETRODIRECTIVE OPTICAL SYSTEM
S MONOPDLE ANTENNA SYSTEM
S MOTOR SYSTEB












S PULSE TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
S PULSE_ _OPPl FR SYSTEM
S RADAR SYSTEM
S RAIN REMOVAl SYSTEM
S RAMIS SYSTEM
S RANDOM ACCESS DISCRETE ADDRESS IRAOAI SYSTEM
S REBOUND SATELLITE SYSTEH
S RECEIVING SYSTEM
S REDUNDANT SYSTEM






S SAMPLEO DATA SYSTEM
S SCHUMANN--RUNGE BAND SYSTEM
S SCIENTIFIC DATA CONDITIONING SYSTEM
S SELF-ADAPTIVE SYSTEM
S SELF-REPAIRING SYSTEM





S SUNFLOMER POMER SYSTEM
S SUPPORT SYSTEM
S SUSPENSION SYSTEM




S THERMION IC CONVERSION SYSTEM
S THERMOELECTRIC CONVERSION SYSTEM
S THERMOMAGNETIC CONVERSION SYSTEM
S TRACKING SYSTEM





S VARIABLE MASS SYSTEM
S VASCULAR SYSTEM
S VISUAL SYSTEM






































GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
SF BUCKEYE AIRCRAFT












SF LOCKHEED MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SF SHOOTING STAR AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
T--3T AIRCRAFT
SF CESSNA MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
T-38 AIRCRAFT












SA INTERFERENCE FACTOR TABLE
SA MATHEMATICAL TABLE
TACAN










GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
TACTICS










SA BODY-NING AND TAIL COMBINATION
SA HORIZONTAL TAIL










SA HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACE
SA SMEPTOACK TAlL SURFACE
SA T TAIL SURFACE




























































































































S TRIAMINOGUANIDINIUM AZIDE /TAZI/
TCG



























S CROP SPRAYING TECHNIQUE
S CULTURE TECHNIQUE
S DIGITAL TECHNIQUE
S EMERGENCY BREATHING TECHNIQUE
S FARADAY-DOPPLER TECHNIQUE
GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
S FIRE IN THE HOLE ZFITH/ TECHNIQUE
S HIGH RESOLUTION COVERAGE ANTENNA TECHNIQUE
S IMAGING TECHNIQUE
S INDUCTION LOOP TECHNIQUE
S MODULATION TECHNIQUE
S NULTILAUNCH TECHNIQUE
S PARTICLE IN CELL TECHNIQUE
















































SA STRATOSCOPE I TELESCOPE





SA CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION
SA COLOR TELEVISION
SA EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION





















































S AUTOMATIC SYSTEM EXCESS NOISE TEMPERATURE IASENT/
S BODY TEMPERATURE




























SA SKIN TEMPERATURE /BIOL/
SAF CRYOSTAT
SAF INSULATION








































































































S APPL[CAT[ONS VERTICAL TEST /AVT/
S BODY SNAY TEST
S CARBOXYHEMOGLOBIN TEST
S COLD FLOW TEST






S EAR PRESSURE TEST









































SA AIRCRAFT MULTIPURPOSE TEST EQUIPMENT /AMTIDE/
SA CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
SA COMPRESSION TESTING MACHINE
SA CREEP TESTING MACHINE
SA CAMPING TESTING MACHINE
SA DROP-WEIGHT TESTER
SA ENDOSCOPE
SA FATIGUE TESTING MACHINE
SA FLIGHT TEST INSTRUMENT
SA FOKKER BOND TESTER
SA FREE FLIGHT TEST APPARATUS
SA HYPERSONIC TEST APPARATUS
SA IMPACT TESTING MACHINE
SA LOAD TESTING MACHINE
SA LUBRICATION TESTING MACHINE
SA RAMIS SYSTEM
SA SHOCK TESTING MACHINE
A-394
GUIDE 10 SUBJECT INDEXES
SA TENSILE TESTING MACHINE
SA TENSION TESTING MACHINE
SA VIBRATION TESTING MACHINE
TEST FACILITY
SA LABORATORY
SA ROCKET TEST STATION
SA SIMULATOR














SA MISSILE TEST RANGE
SAF RANGE
TEST REACTOR
SA ADVANCED TEST REACTOR /ATR/
SA ENGINEERING TEST REACTOR /ETRI
SA HEAVY WATER COMPONENTS TEST REACTOR /HWCTR/
SA MATERIALS TESTING REACTOR
SA PLUTONIUM RECYCLE TEST REACTOR /PRTR/











SA FLIGHT TEST VEHICLE


































S TAILORED EXHAUST VELOCITY ROCKET /TEVROC/





SF HUGHES MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SAF HELICOPTER
THA











S CAST|GLIANO VARIATIONAL THEOREM












































S FIELD MODE THEORY
S FIELD THEORY
S FLOW THEORY






S GRIFFITH FRACTURE THEORY
S GROUP THEORY
S GUMBEL THEORY
S HANSEN LUNAR THEORY
S HEISENBERG THEORY



































































































SA HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT
SAF ENVIRONMENT
































































































































































































































THIN FILM TRANSISTOR /TFT/





































THOR AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
SAF AGENA B RANGER PROGRAM














































































SA OPTIMUM THRUST PROGRAMMING
SAF PROGRAMMING
bUIOE TO SUBJECT INDEXES TIME FACTOR
1HRUST TERMINAIIOti








SA PROPELLANT ACTUATEO UE¥ICE
SAF CARTRIDGE ACTUATED DEVICE






































































































































































SAF INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILE /ICBNI
SAF MISSILE
TITAN II ICBN
SA AJ- IO ROCKET ENGINE
SAF INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILE /ICBN/
SAF MISSILE
GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES































































































SF FIXED FREQUENCY TOPSIDE SOUNDER
SF PROGRAN
SF SNEPT FREQUENCY TOPSIDE SOUNDER
TORCH











































































SA PRINCETON DYNAMIC MODEL TRACK




































SA POLYSTATION DOPPLER /POLYODP/ TRACKING SYSTEM
SA SATELLITE TRACKING AND OATA ACQUISITION NETNORK




















TRAILBLAZER X REENTRY VEHICLE
SAF REENTRY VEHICLE


























































SA SPACE TRAJECTORY PROGRAM
SA SPACECRAFT TRAJECTORY

































































































































































SA BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION
SA EKMAN LAYER
SAF LAYER







































S_ D E L_AY LINE


























































SA ANTONOV AN-26 AIRCRAFT
SA AVRO MHITNORTH H.T,-T48 AIRCRAFT
SA BAC 111 AIRCRAFT
SA BO_[NG 733 AIRCRAFT
SA BREGUET 961 AIRCRAFT
SA CANAUAIR CL-_ AIRCRAFT
SA CANAOAIR CL-86 AIRCRAFT
SA CONCOROE AIRCRAFT



















































SA GEOMAGNETICALLY TRAPPED PARTICLE




























































































































































S POLISH TS-11 AIRCRAFT
TSR 2 AIRCRAFT
S BAD TSR 2 AIRCRAFT
TU-106 AIRCRAFT




SAF SDLIO PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINE
TU-126 AIRCRAFT
S TUPOLEV TU-124 AIRCRAFT
TIJ-136 AIRCRAFT
S TUPOLEV TU-134 AIRCRAFT
TUBE
SA BRONCHIAL TUBE










SA IMAGE DISSECTOR TUBE




















































































































SA ADVANCED SOLAR TURBOELECTRIC CONVERSION /ASTEC/








SA BRISTOL-SIODELEY BS-53 TURBOFAN ENGINE
SA CF-TOO TURBOFAN ENGINE
SA STF [02K TURBOFAN ENGINE








SA BRISTOL-SIDDELEY OLYMPUS 593 TURBOJET ENGINE
SA BRISTOL-SIOOELEV VIPER TURBOJET ENGINE
SA J57-P-20 TURBOJET ENGINE
SA JBS-GE-13 TURBOJET ENGINE
SA J93-MJ252H TURBOJET ENGINE
SA Jq3-MJ280G TURBOJET ENGINE
SA XJ36-NE-32 TURBOJET ENGINE
SA XJTq-GE-1 TURBOJET ENGINE























SA BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
SA BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION




SA 10W lEVEl TURBULENCE
5A MAGNETOHYOROOYNAMIC TURBULENCE
SA PLASMA TURBULENCE






























S CANACAIR CL-61 AIRCRAFT
TVC
S THRUST VECTOR CONTROL /TVC/






















































TX- 13 ROCKET ENGINE
SAF ROCKET ENGINE
TX- 33-39 ROCKET ENGINE
SAF ROCKET ENGINE












S T- 2 AIRCRAFT
T3J AIRCRAFT
S T-39 AIRCRAFT





TS8-GE-BB GAS TURBINE ENGINE
SAF GAS TURBINE






S WU- 2 AIRCRAFT
U- 3 AIRCRAFT
SF CESSNA MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SF L- 27 AIRCRAFT
U.S.N.S. KINGSPORT












SF HELLO MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SF L- 28 AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
UIt- 1 HELICOPTER












SF BELL MILITARY AIRCRAFT






SF SIKORSKY MILITARY HELICOPTER
SAF HELICOPTER
SAF SIKORSKY S-58 HELICOPTER
UHTREX
S ULTRAHIGH TEMPERATURE REACTOR EXPERIMENT /UHTREX/
UK-A
S ARIEL I SATELLITE
UK-C





S ARIEL I SATELLITE
UK-2


















































































































S ARITHMETIC AND LOGIC UNIT /ALU/
S ASTRONOMICAL UNIT




























































































































VA-3 GROUND EFFECT NACHINE































































S DE HAVILLANC DH-I15 AIRCRAFT
VAN
VAN ALLEN BELT
SA INNER RADIATION BELT
SA OUTER RAOIATICN BELT
SAF INNER RADIATION BELT
SAF OUTER RADIATION IELT
SAF RADIATION BELT
VAN OE GRAAFF ACCELERATOR
SAF ACCELERATOR



















































































































S TWENTY-SEVEN DAY VARIATION



































































S LOW ALTITUDE SUPERSONIC VEHICLE /LASV/














































































SA ZERO VELOCITY CURVE
VENOM AIRCRAFT
































SA YLRIO1-NA-13 ROCKET ENGINE
































VERTICAL TAKEOFF AND LANDING /VTOL/
SA VTOL AIRCRAFT
A-622


































































SA MODE OF VIBRATION





















































































































































































































































































SA BODY VOLUME /BIOL/
SA HEART MINUTE VOLUME
SA HIGH VOLUME ELECTROSTATIC SAMPLER /HIVES/
SA LOW VOLUME RAMJET









































































SF STEEP GRADIENT AIRCRAFT




SAF VERTICAL TAKEOFF AND LANDING /VTOL/
VULCAN AIRCRAFT

















































































MARO HUNT ICE SHELF
SAF ICE SHELF


















SA BALLISTIC MISSILE EARLY WARNING SYSTEM IBMEWSI

































































































































































SA SHOCK WAVE GENERATOR
NAVE INCIDENCE CONTROL
SAF INCIDENCE
WAVE INTERACTION GUIDE TO SUBJECT INOEXES
WAVE INTERACTION
SF INTERACTION
























































SA FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILE IFBNI WEAPON SYSTEM
SA REOEYE WEAPON SYSTEM




































SA ATMOSPI_ERIC CONDITION EFFECT
SA LONG RANGE WEATHER FORECASTING














































































MESER NF S-66 HELICOPTER
SF MF S-66 HELICOPTER
SAF CRANE HELICOPTER
SAF HELICOPTER
SAF SIKORSKY S-66 HELICOPTER
WESER WFG 616 AIRCRAFT GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES














WESTLAND SR--N2 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
SF SR-N2 GROUND EFFECT NACHINE
SAF GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
MESTLAND SR-N3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
SF SR-N3 GRDUNO EFFECT MACHINE
SAF GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
WESTLAND SR--N5 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
SF SR-N5 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE















S WESER WF S-66 HELICOPTER









































WHITWORTH GLOSTER AW 650 AIRCRAFT
SF AW 650 AIRCRAFT










S SPECTRAL LINE WIDTH






































SA DUNGEYS MIND SHEAR MECHANISM
lIND TUNNEL
SA BLOWDOMN NINO TUNNEL
SA CASCADE lIND TUNNEL
SA COMBUSTION MIND TUNNEL
SA HYPERSONIC liNG TUNNEL
SA HYPERVELOCITY lIND TUNNEL
SA LOl DENSITY lIND TUNNEL
A-633
MINDS ALOFT
SA LOM SPEED MIND TUNNEL
SA RECTANGULAR MIND TUNNEL
SA SHOCK TUNNEL
SA SIGMA- IV IXND TUNNEL
SA SLOTTED MIND TUNNEL
SA SUBSONIC MIND TUNNEL
SA SUPERSONIC MIND TUNNEL




















































SA INFINITE SPAN WING































































































































SF LOCKHEED MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SF LOCKHEED U-2 AIRCRAFT
















SF RYAN MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
X- 16 AIRCRAFT





SF NORTH AMERICAN MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
X-- 19 AIRCRAFT
SF CURTISS-MRIGHT MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
X-- 20 AIRCRAFT





SF NORTHROP MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT









































































































NOR]H AMERICAN MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT
XC-162 AIRCRAFT
SF CHANCE-VOUGHT MILITARY AIRCRAFT















SF LOCKHEED CL-595 HELICOPTER
SF LOCKHEED MILITARY AIRCRAFT
















SA M-56 ROCKET ENGINE
SAF M-56 ROCKET ENGINE
SAF ROCKET ENGINE
XN-ST ROCKET ENGINE
SA M-57 ROCKET ENGINE
























S HANKER P 1127 AIRCRAFT
KV-BA AIRCRAFT
SF HUGHES MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SF RYAN MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SAF AIRCRAFT











































YLR 8T-AJ--5 ROCKET ENGINE
























S NIHON YS-II AIRCRAFT
YT-2 AIRCRAFT
SF BUCKEYE AIRCRAFT















































ZERO ANGLE OF ATTACK








ZERO POWER REACTOR II /ZPR-III
ZERO POWER REACTOR III /ZPR-III/
ZERO POWER REACTOR VII /ZPR-VII/



















































































ZOND I SPACE PROBE
SAF SPACE PROBE
ZONO 11 SPACE PROBE
SAF SPACE PROBE




















S ZERO POWER REACTOR /ZPR/
ZUBOV PROPOSITION
ZUNI MISSILE
SAF MISSILE
A-640
NASA-Langley, 1966
